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Student killed in crash is' 
remembered at memorial 
BY PAUL HACKBARTH 
Net»s-iditor 
UM-St. Louis student Danielle 
Pinkley was killed in a single car 
accident Sunday, Sept. 25 after her 
vehicle slid off the rain slick road and 
struck a utility pole on Natural Bridge 
Road near West Drive. 
Pinkley, junior, business, was 
from Fredericktown, Mo. but lived in 
the University Meadows Apartments. 
She was 2l. 
According to the Missouri 
Homecoming 
week begins 
after move to 
fall semester 
BY PATRICIA LEE 
- P,-e-a-tu- resAssociate Ed--:-it-o-r -
Homecoming at UM-St. Louis 
has traditionally been held in the 
winter semester, but in September 
2004 the Student Government 
Association voted to move home-
coming to the. fall. 
The work for planning the event 
was divided anlong the homecom-
ing co-chairs and publicity, spirit, 
alumni and diversity and elections 
committees, who had to work on a 
shorter timeline. The bulk of the 
planning took place over the sum-
mer. 
'There weren' t as many people 
as there normally were doing the 
work," said homecoming co-chair 
Brian Rails, senior, marketing. 
"Homecoming itself is a very diffi-
cult task because you're talking 
about the contract and negotiating 
with the hotel, pictures, DJ, decora-
tions, food and getting people 
there." 
"It was stressful and c{)nfusing 
but there's been so much excitement 
about it on campus and from the rest 
of the people involved," said 
Tanzeena Hossain, junior, psycholo-
gy, and homec{)ming co-<:hair. "It's 
had a completely different atmos-
phere to it People come back to 
school and they're excited." 
One of the reasons homecoming 
was moved to fall was to encourage 
more student participation and 
school spirit. Hossain said more stu-
dent organizations have shown inter-
est in events such as banner wars 
and Big Man on Campus this year. 
"I think the big thing is that 
homecoming is one of the few 
events that bring all the organiza-
tions together and more people 
wanted to see that happen earlier in 
the year and see more of a campus 
unity instead of waiting until 
spring," Hossain said. 
''Especially for incoming fresh-
men and transfer students, that's a 
big part of people not feeling like 
this is a campus, because there was-
n't anything going on for a full 
semester," Rails said. 'We thought it 
would be a good idea to have some-
thing in the fall to keep them here. 
Students have mixed feelings 
about fall homecoming. Bill Costas, 
senior, history, said, "I think the 
change is more traditional , even 
though we don't have a football 
team, but I think it's all for the bet-
ter." 
see HOMECOMING, page 3 
Is 'Corpse 
Bride'dead 
asa 
doornail? 
See pag.e 9-
Highway Patrol crash report, Pinkley 
was driving northbound on Natural 
Bridge Road when she lost control of 
her vehicle about noon. 
Pinkley was transported to DePaul 
Hospital in Bridgeton, Mo., where 
she was pronounced dead after 
arrival. The Missouri HighwayPatrol 
is investigating the cause of the acci-
dent. . 
Last Tuesday evening, the Rev. 
Bill Kempf from the Catholic 
Newman Center led a memorial ser-
vice for Pinkley in the University 
Meadows clubhouse. About 20 of 
Pinkley's friends,concemed students 
and Residential Life staff members 
attended the memorial. 
Kempf said dying anytime is 
always difficult but especially diffi-
cult at the age of 21. He said dying at 
a young age does not make missing 
or saying goodbye to Pinkley any 
easier. "It's the day we're born for," 
he said. 
Ann Marie Schreiber, graduate 
student; industrial organizational psy-
chology, witnessed the accident, ' 
. which took place directly in front of 
see PINKLEY, page 11 
Kevin Ottleyl The Om'em 
University Meadows RA Megan Rhodes wipes her tears away 
during the memorial service of Danielle Pinkley which was held 
in the Meadows clubhouse Tuesday afternoon. 
Sorority Mom .... 
Adam D. Wiseman/ nil! CUTlYmt 
Danielle Cooney, freshman, math and computer SCience, plays with her son, Jourdan, on Friday afternoon. 
Freshman hopes to launch new sorority for single moms 
BY PATRICIA LEE 
Features Associate Editor 
sorority over the summer. Instead, she decided to 
create one where the sisters would also be a sup-
port group for single mothers. 
"What sets this sorority apart is that it will try to 
work with other people's schedules," she said. 
"Moms have different schedules than everyone 
else. They have to be horne at a certain time to pick 
their children up from school so therefore I plan on 
trying to make the events and meetings flow along 
their schedules." 
UM-St. Louis recognizes more than 100 differ-
ent student organizations, including athletic clubs, 
curriculum-oriented organizations, and religious or 
special interest groups. One stUdent, however, saw 
a void and is trying to fill it by starting a sorority for 
single mothers. 
"I decided to pursue this idea because I know 
that I'm not Ihe only mom in the world who would 
like to be in a sorority but feels like Ihey can't 
because ihey have children," Cooney said "I just 
became so passionate about going forward with it" Unlike other lJM-St Louis sororities, which are 
local chapters of a national organization, there is no 
national sorority for single mothers. 
Danielle Cooney, freshman, math and comput-
er science, thought about joining a traditional 
Since she started working on her idea over the 
summer, Cooney . has expanded its mission to 
include non-mothers after others showed interest in 
joining. see SINGLE MOM, page 5 
Storch warns of 'radical change' at Capitol 
BY BEN SWOFFORD 
News Associate Editor 
Ideology is subverting common 
sense in the state capitol, Democratic 
State Rep Rachel Storch warned at 
ASUM's ''Lunch with the Legislator" 
on Wednesday. 
Storch met with students, faculty 
and staff in the Millennium Student 
Center over lunch in an informal ques-
tion and answer session. 
Health care and state budget issues 
were the topics highlighted by Storch 
in the discussion. 
"Missouri is in a period of very 
radical change," Storch said. 'There 
really is, I think, a pretty deliberate 
effort to unravel what was the status 
quo. We fought this year, more specif-
ically, about Medicaid and health care 
issues." 
Storch mentioned changes to 
Medicaid by Missouri Governor Matt 
Blunt, tax reform measures intended 
. to restructure the Missouri tax code 
and school vouchers. 
"I think there is going to be a real 
push to change the way public educa-
VolleybalJl 
continues 
roller coaster 
ofa~on 
See page 12 
tion is handled in this state," Storch 
said, referring to school vouchers. 
"I'm not happy at all with the way 
these changes are happening." 
Storch represents the 64th district, 
which covers all of Forest Park most 
of the Central West End and a comer 
of University City. A native of 
Gayton, she received her bachelor's 
degree ITom Harvard and attended 
Washington University in St. Louis 
for her law degree. 
see STORCH, page 11 
Student gears 
up for service 
in Africa 
See page 7 
Students 
take trip 
to help 
Katrina 
• survivors 
BY CHRISTINE E CCLESTON 
Copy Editor 
Eight UM-St Louis nursing stu-
dents and two nursing professors 
realTanged their scholastic, work 
and personal schedules to make time 
to volunteer at two subacute care 
facilities in Biloxi, Miss. 
The group of 10 left early 
Monday, Sept. 26 and returned late 
afternoon Sunday, Oct. 2. 
According to Jennifer Taylor, 
nursing clinical instructor and reten-
tion coordinator, Diane Saleska, 
clinical assistant professor of nurs-
ing and Nursing Arts Lab coordina-
tor, was the "driving force" behind 
the trip. 
"She called me the day after 
[Hurricane Katrina struck] and 
asked 'Do you want to go?''' Taylor 
said. The two planned to go but had 
to wait because of the dangerous 
conditions in New Orleans. 
Later, Saleska contacted the 
Mississippi State Board of Nursing 
and discovered that two residential 
care facilities, Biloxi Community 
Care Center and SunPlex Sub Acute 
Care Facility, were in need of nurs-
es. Many of the staff nurses either 
had evacuated or had their homrs 
destroyed. The nurses who remained 
had been working nearly around the 
clock and needed assistance. 
Saleska and Taylor, not wanting 
to waste any time, worked quickly to 
prepare for the trip. They hand-
picked eight junior or senior nursing 
students to accompany them and 
began collecting provisions to take 
to Biloxi. 
The trip was financed in large 
part by a $1 ,500 donation from New 
Hope Presbyterian Church in St. 
Peters that covered gas and certain 
supplies. St. Paul Methodist Church 
donated supplies its congregation 
had collected, and local businesses 
like Bed Bath & Beyond offere.d free 
or discounted materials for the trip. 
South Town Dodge donated one 
of the vans and a generous employ-
ee of Enterprise Rent-a-Car reached 
into his own pocket and donated the 
second van after his company 
refused to give the group a discount. 
Taylor said she was over,vhelmed 
by the generosity of the conununity 
and the local businesses. 
When asked if she was nervous 
about going to Biloxi, Taylor said 
her husband, who was not going, 
was a lot more nervous than she 
was. 
see KATRINA, page 5 
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Put it on the Board! Call 516-5174 for details or email current@jinx.umsl.edu 
Monday post-traumatic stress disorder 
at 7-8:30 p.m. in the MSe. ALL 
from 5-7 p.m. today and 10 a.m. members of the public are weL-
to 2 p.m . on Oct. 6 at a booth come. For a complete schedule 
Chemistry colloquium on the second floor of N-Sc. of the University of Missouri 
David Lewis, professor of Immediate feedback will be pro- i tuition forums, pLease visit 
chemisry at the University of vided. The screenings are free to ' www.umsystem.edu/tuitionlis-
Wisconsin-Eau Claire, will discuss all members of the campus com- ten. 
"Flat Lux: One RoLe of a munity. No appointment is nec- Thursday Synthetic Organic Chemist in essary. Call 5711 for more info. 
Molecular BioLogy" at 4 p.m. in Workshop to focus on "Using 
451 Benton Hall. Coffee will be Groups" Homecoming Parade: 'I'll Take 
served at 3:45 p.m. The coL- Barbara Millis, director of the You There' 
Lquium is free and open to the Excellence in Teaching Program The 2005 Homecoming Parade 
public, and sponsored by the at the University of Nevada- wi ll be heLd today, with all indi-
Department of Chemistry. Call Reno, will discuss "Using Groups , vidual and department vehicles 
5311 for more info. Wisely and Well" from 2-4 p.m. meeting at 11:30 a.m. in parking 
Tuesday in the Hawthorne Room of the lot U. The parade will proceed J.e. Penney Conference Center. ! down Natural Bridge, turning 
The workshop will demonstrate into the MSC parking lot, and 
An evening of 'step' how to create a cooperative ending at the viewing area near 
The dance group Step Afrika will classroom in combination with I the Nosh Patio. The parade's perform from 8-10 p.m. in the direct instruction, interactive , theme is "I'll Take You There" 
Lee Theatre at the PAC. The group work and whole-class dis- i with the selected destinations of 
group highlights the African- ussions. UM-St. Louis faculty Beijing, Fiji, New York or Paris. 
American fraternity and sorority panelists wi LL deSCribe paraLLel I Decorations of sign age may be 
art form of "stepping" and its uses in MyGateway. This program 1 used, but only vehicles decorat-
link to traditional African dance. is part of the Conversations ed with the theme will be eLigi-
The event is free and open to about Teaching and Technology ble for trophies. Trophies will be 
students, faculty and staff. Series co-sponsored by the awarded for best student organi -
Tickets are required, however, Center for Teaching and Learning zation and best campus depart-
and are available at the Touhill and Information Technology ment. Call 5760 for more info. 
box office or 366 MSe. Call 4833 Services. Anyone interested in Mobile Mammography Van on 
for more info. attending is asked to visit Campus 
Wednesday http:/ / www.umsl.edu / ctl to Missouri Baptist Medical Center's 
pre- register. Call 4508 for Mammography Van will be on 
details. campus from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in 
lunch 6: lecture: Baseball in . Women in the Arts Lecture 1 front of the MSC on the east side 
St. Louis Jackie Chambers will be giving a I of the building. The cost of the 
Author Steve Steinberg will dis- I lecture today at 3 p.m. in screening is covered by most 
cuss his book, "Baseball in St. Gallery 210 entitled, "And With I medical insurance plans. Bring 
Louis 1900-1925: History in the Her Needle Composes: ! your insurance card to your 
Making," at noon in Century Needlework, Authorship, and appointment. Call 314-996-5170 
room A at the MSC. The presen- Professionalism in the I or 800-870-5731 to schedule an 
tation is part of the Lunch and Nineteenth Century." t appointment for this 10-minute 
Lecture series sponsored by the Tuition Forum hosted by breast cancer screening, spon-
St. Louis Mercantile Library. The University of Missouri President : sored by University Health, 
at noon in the conference room 
at 225 MSC. This is the first pre-
sentation in the Brown Bag 
Seminar Series, sponsored by the 
UM-St. Louis Safe Zone program. 
The series wiLL present LGBT and 
Ally-related topics to the UM-St. 
Lpuis community. The program is 
free and open to students, facuL· 
ty and staff. Attendees are weL· 
come to bring their lunches. 
Drinks and cookies will be pro-
vided. Call 5008 for more infor· 
mation. 
Habitat for Humanity Workday 
Join Sigma Pi Fraternity and the 
Catholic Newman Center as we 
help eliminate substandard hous-
ing in St. Louis. Meet at the 
Newman Center at 8 a.m., then 
we'll carpool to the work site 
and return at 3 p.m. Breakfast 
and lunch are provided. To sign 
up email Bobby at 
cncumsl@aol.com please register 
no later that Wednesday Oct. 5. 
Ongoing 
10th Anniversary of the Million 
Man March 
Pan African Association of UM-St. 
Louis is going to the 10th 
anniversary of the Million Man 
March in Washington DC on Oct. 
15. The purpose of the march is 
to form a movement to enhance 
the current state of African-
Americans. For more info con· 
tact Nikia Paulette at 
nspp5f@umsl.edu. 
I 
Short Course Classes 
Sept. 26-0ct. 6 
Instructional Co~puting Labs will 1 
I offer free one-hour classes at a 
I variety of times on several top· 
view a course list visit 
www.umsl.edu/training or ask a 
computer lab consultant for 
more information. 
Busy Persons Retreat Oct. 9-13 
Want the retreat experience, 
but just too busy to give up a 
weekend? Then sign up for the 
Busy Person's Retreat .. spend one 
hour a day in quiet reflection 
and spirituaL guidance. All times 
are worked around YOUR sched-
ule. There is no cost! To sign up, 
or for more info, email Tracy or 
Bobby at the Catholic Newman 
Center cncumsl@aol.com or call 
385-3455. 
New UMSL Cookbook 
The UM-St. Louis Staff 
Association is looking for recipes 
to be submitted for a new cook-
book. The cookbook will be sold 
later in the year to raise money 
for the John Perry Scholarship. 
If you wouLd Like to have your 
recipes published in the cook-
book, please submit them via 
email to cookbook@urnsl.edu or 
you can drop them by the 
Advising Center in 225 MSC. 
Redpes must be submitted by 
Oct. 14 to be included. 
Penn Station Share Night 
Students Today Alumni Tomorrow 
is having a fund raiser on Oct. 11 
from 3-8 p.m. at the Penn 
Station on Natural Bridge Rd. 
The company will donate 20 per-
cent of all food and beverage 
sales related to the Share Night 
Certificates redeemed on Share 
Day. Students and faculty need 
to bring the certificates to Penn 
Station for the donation to STAT. 
You can pick up the certificates 
in Student Life. For more infor· 
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MaNTEL WILLIAMS 
" OVERCOMING THE ODDS" 
OCTOBER 4 , 7::30 p .m. 
Since being diagnosed with multiple sclerosis, 
Emmy Award-winning TV host Montel Williams 
speaks about "Overcoming the Odds" through 
fierce determination and awe-inspiring courage. 
Williams to follow taJk with Q&A. 
Vision Speakers Series 
CARNIVALE D'ART 
- - --- -------_._- ---. 
OCTOBER 8 , 10 a.m. 
~......... . Cafnivale d'Art features an 
QARlVIVALE entire day of theater, music, d ~ R--T dance performances, work-
.. shops, visual art, cultural 
-,'-~ exhibits and family program-
ming. Events begin at 10 am . . $11 adults, 
$7 students, $5 kids. wwvv.carnivaJedart.com 
for event schedule. 
ROSEANNE BARR 
OCTOBER 19, 7:30 p.m. 
One of stand-up comedy'S premier 
legends of the stage - the one and 
only Roseanne Barr comes to the 
Touhill. A ground breaking pioneer 
for over 20 years, the "Queen of 
Comedy" stiB delivers the edgy, acerbic humor 
her fans love her for. Opening Act: Alexandra 
McHale SpoDS<lred in par(by 
Intended for mature .audiences t:l 198.. 
~ ......--
DIE FLEDERMAUS 
PRESENTED BY THE CZECH OPERA PRAGUE 
OCTOBER 23, 7 p.m. 
Strauss' comic operetta is present-
ed in its original German with 
English supertitles, full chorus 
and orchestra, and dancers 'from 
'--'-___ ---II ...... Bulgaria's Ballet Arabesk . . 
Translated to mean "The Bat" this comedy of 
errors reveals trickery and misperception at a 
.costumed.New Year's Eve party. 
Presented by EMERSON_ 
! 
I 
I 
ta,ught on various "Inst ructional 
Computing Fridays" and on four r I 
"Marathon" days. To sign up or I I 
TO NEW MEMBERS 
F R E'E .-A.II-oay p~ss I - 120 Anytime Minutes 
ASSOClATED 
CQU.EGlAlt 
PRESS 
Introducing our Delmar Loop 
location with 32 blazing fast 
computing stations. 
, Check it out for yourself at our Screenz 
Computing Center location in the Delmar 
Loop of st. Louis. Get through your day with 
lightning fast internet, the latest software 
and all the print shop services you'll ever 
need. Plus one·on-one personal training, and 
network gaming. Everything you need to 
TO EXISTING MEMBERS keep your digital life firing on all cylinders. 
l $99~4~~g~~~ J-=--". 
COMPUTING CENTER 
where technology clicks . 
. 
6680 Delmar Blvd 
(314) 721':'9988 
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New board members 
begin terlD with ISUM 
Students learn tools of the trade at 'Activist Workshop' 
BY PAUL HACKBARTH 
NeWS Editor · 
After losing three board members 
last summer, Associated Students of the 
University of Missouri is back to full 
strength with two new board members 
and one former member re.turning to fill 
a gap. 
Daniel Flees, sophomore, psycholo-
.., gy, and Becky Miller, junior, political 
science, were successfully elected as 
ASUM board members at the last 
Student Government Association meet-
ing on Sept. 16. 
At the same meeting, the SGA voted 
to have David Dodd, senior, intemation-
oppose at the state house," he said. 
The number of ASUM board mem-
bers at each campus are chosen based 
on student enrollment UM-St Louis 
has four board members. 
Helton explained that this ' year, 
ASUM lobbyists will tackle certain 
issues, including higher education. 
"There are a lot of different proposals on 
how to budget higher education," he 
said. One suggestion is to create a 
voucher system where high school 
graduates receive a certain amount of 
state money to help them finance their 
college expenses. . 
BY MELISSA HAYDEN 
---Sta7IWriter- - - - .. 
The UM-St. Louis chapter of 
Amnesty International and University 
Students for the Ethical Treatment of 
Animals sponsored the event, which 
featured speakers Besty Reznicek:, a 
Community Arts and Media. Project 
volunteer; Colleen Tilford, president 
of St. Louis Animal -Rights Team; Ted 
Heisel, executive director of The 
Missouri Coalition for the 
Environment;' Tarah Demant from 
Amnesty International and Joann 
Stephan, treasurer of the Missouri 
Alliance for Animal Legislation. 
with their efforts toward the communi-
ty. Tthe volunteers also put a lot of 
work into everything they do in hold-
ing their events. 
''Everything we do is do-it-your-
self," Reznicek said. 
Tarah Demant discussed Amnesty 
International and its visions, specifi-
cally to ensure global human rights, 
the control of anTIS and putting an end 
to violence against women. 
"Your most powerful tool as a glob-
al citizen is your "voice," Demant said. 
''1 think the most important thing is to 
get the information out to people and 
give them the t()()ls to do whatever 
their passion is." 
Colleen Tilford passed out a 
demonstration check-list to all of those 
that attended. The check-list had infor-
mation for putting together and hold-
demonstration, 
Ted Heisel gave a presentation for 
the Missouri Coalition for the 
Environment, covering ways students 
can make a difference. One way, 
Heisel said, is to vote. 
"(Voting) is the most direct way of 
making changes," Heisel said. 
The last speaker for the event was 
Joann Stephan. She left a lasting 
impression on students, telling them 
MiSSOUl1 is the puppy mill capitol of 
the nation. 
''1 would like students to realize that 
the situation for animals in Missouri is 
grim and that their voice can make a 
difference," Stephan said. 
Organizers of the event said they 
wanted to stress to students that they 
can make a difference through 
activism. 
helped organize the event arld 3nange 
for the speakers at the workshop. 
"If you want something to happen 
with anything you care about, you · 
have to be active," said Michele 
Landeau, senior, history, and coordina-
tor and president of the UM-St. Louis 
chapter of Anmesty International. 
"If you want action, you have to 
step up,"Landeau said. 
Donna Hart, lecturer in anthropolo-
gy at the Piene Laclede Honors 
College and faculty sponsor of 
USETA, said she was pleased with the 
workshop. 
"This was such a great range of 
approaches to activism," Hart said. 
For more information about these 
gTOupS, visit the following websites: 
C.A.M.P. at www.stlcamp.org, 
Amnesty International at 
.~ al business, fill the remaini£J.g board 
position until January elections. Dodd 
served as an ASUM member for two 
and half years' previously. 
Miller, who joined because of her 
major, hopes to gain experience at 
ASUM. "I hope it can help me in the 
.~ future when I go into pOlitics. Plus, I 
want to help the students get to know 
what they want to know," she said. 
Another issue concerning ASUM 
has been talk of centralizing the organi-
zation through the UM-Columbia cam-
pus. Helton said centralization would 
help keep consistency inASUM and cut 
down on travel expenses. Starting this 
year, allASUM meetings will be held in 
ColuInbia, instead of rotating between 
the four UM campuses. 
The first speaker, Betsy Reznicek:, 
discussed her group's involvement in 
the community. The organization start-
ed as several individual activist groups 
which came together by purchasing 
the Randall Building in the area of 
Gravois Park:, at the Cherokee Street 
'and Minnesota Street comer. The orga-
nization's involvement does not stop 
. ing a safe, legal and responsible 
demonstration. She encouraged stu-
dents to practice environmentally-
sound activism and make sure they 
clean up any leaflets they bring to their 
''Most importantly we wanted to 
familiarize (students) with tools and 
techniques that would help them 
become empowered citizens," said 
Dar'on Dierkes, senior, history, who 
www.aronesty.org.S.T.ART. at 
www.start.enviroweb.org, The 
Missouri Coalition for the 
Environment at www.moenviron.org, 
and MAA.L. at www.maal.org. 
On the other hand, Flees said, "I'm 
just interested in campus politics in gen-
eral." Flees expressed interest inASUM 
to see how campus politics are handled 
1"! and "try to represent the students of the 
liM system to the best of my ability." 
Flees, Miller and Dodd will join cur-
rent board member Thomas Helton, 
sophomore, political science, in repre-
senting UM-St. Louis at the regular 
statewide ASUM meetings. 
'It' "Each of our different points of view 
are looking to put into the board what St 
Louis needs and what St Louis wants," 
Dodd said. 
Dodd explained the role of the 15 
ASUM board members across the four 
UM campuses. 'The 15 of Us work 
together to put forward what we're 
., going to lobby for, what issues and what 
policies we're going to support or 
Helton explained their budgets could 
also become centralized in Columbia as . 
a result. Instead of UM-St Louis paying 
its own ASUM interns, the money 
would come from a central fund. 
However, whether or not to continue 
paying intems is also being. debated. 
Currently, only intems from UM-St 
Louis and UM-Kansas City are paid. 
"If you're not really informed on 
exactly what's happening, it can look 
like everything is being centralized. 
However, in a sense it is being central-
ized under ASUM, not ASUM-
Columbia," Helton said 
Dodd explained that ASUM began 
in Columbia, but since then, ASUM has 
made changes to "encompass all the stu-
dents." Dodd said concern exists over 
what he called a temporary centraliza-
tion, but "we just need to make sure that 
in the end, we'll still be where we need 
to be as far as representing all the cam-
puses, representing all the students." 
~lIle lCaQ UQive siiies 
Floyd to talk tuition 
at UM-St. Louis 
University of Missouri President 
Elson Floyd will visit the UM-St. 
Louis campus Wednesday, Oct. 5 to 
hold a forum 'about his proposal to 
implement fixed tuition for all 
incoming students at each of the four 
UM campuses. The discussion 
forum is open to the public and will . 
take place from 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. 
in Century Roorns A and B of the 
MSC. 
Floyd will discuss his tuition 
plan, which guarantees a fixed 
tuition rate for incoming students to 
the University of Missouri. The 
incoming rate would not increase for 
the duration of the student's program 
'Co • egcs 
t.. 
Nominations are currently being accepted for students who will be included in the 2005-
06 Who's Who Among Students in American Universities & Colleges directory. If you 
are a student with a record of outstanding academic and extracurricular achievement, 
you may qualify to be honored by this prestigious national collegiate tradition. 
To be considered, nominees must meet the following criteria: 
. • Be a senior or graduate student 
• Have an above average academic standing 
• Have made contributions in academic and extracurricular activities 
• Have demonstrated leadership, citizenship and service to the school and the community 
• Show potential for future achievement 
Students may nominate themselves or each other by: 
1. Picking up a nomination form at a dean's office or 366 Millennium Student Center 
2. Completing the form 
3. Returning the form by Friday, October 14, 2005 to the dean's office in which you are 
enrolled. 
Nominations submitted after this date will not be accepted! 
If you have any questions, please contact the Office of Student Life at 516-4535. 
NelVS BriefS , . , 
at the University. The rate will stay 
fixed for the two, three or four years 
a student is enrolled. 
Floyd's visit marks the last stop 
on his tour across the state of 
Missouri talking with concerned 
individuals about his proposal. 
Floyd will use the feedback and 
input he receives from students, fac-
ulty, staff and the concerned public 
in his decision. Floyd will present 
the fIxed tuition proposal at the 
Board of Curators meeting here at 
UM-St. Louis on Oct. 6-7. 
Touhill PAC extends 
student discounts 
The Blanche M. Touhill 
Perfmming Arts Center announced 
Sept. 29 the expansion of student 
discounts for performances. UM-St. 
Louis students will continue receiv-
ing 25 percent discounts for up to 
two tickets with student ID. A new 
10 percent discount will be given to 
non-UM-St. Louis college and high 
school students with a student ill for 
the 2005-2006 season. Students not 
attending UM-St. Louis are also eli-
gible to receive rush tickets at 50 
percent discount. 
Cisco Systems 
speaker starts new 
ITS seminar series 
Information Technology Services 
has partnered with Career Services 
HOMECOMING, from page 1 
and Alumni Relations to host the 
"Technology and Career Briefing 
Series," a set of seminars on techno-
logical issues and careers involving 
information systems. The seminars 
will feature a variety of guest speak-
ers from local technology fIrms. The 
fIrst of these seminars will focus on 
information and ' network security 
and feature Bill Hentschell of Cisco 
Systems. The event will be held in 
MSC Century Room B on Tuesday, 
Oct. 11, from 11:30 a.m. to I p.m. 
Students of all majors are encour-
aged to attend the program. 
Registration and event infonnation 
can be found at 
http://www.umsl.eduJtechnologylbri 
efinR-seriesl. Lunch will be provid-
ed. 
------.--.. ----... --........... . ----~ .. --.. -.-., .. ,.-. .. 
Amy Jordan, junior, theater thinks 
the change is better since temperatures 
will be wanner this time. 
''It seems more sudden this year, 
since we just had a homecoming la~t 
spring, but the change is good," Jordan 
said 
Harrison Smith, senior .. marketing. 
helped plan three previous homecom-
ings and preferred a winter homecorfr 
ing. 
''I thought it was a little better in the 
winter semester 1xx:allSe it gives people 
more of a chance to settle in," Smith said 
"Also, I think the basketball needs a little 
more support than volleyball." 
Homecoming this fall will include 
some of the traditional events such as the 
blood drive, banner wars and BMOC. 
but powder puff football will be replaced 
with karaoke and the traditional home-
coming games will be soccer instead of 
basketball. 
. There were a lot of people that want-
ed to watch (powder puff] but not a lot of 
people who wanted to do it," Hossain 
said "We wanted something more com-
fortable that you dido't need a lot of pe0-
ple participating in but everyone can 
come and enjoy the atmosphere." 
The dance will also be moved from 
Friday night to Saturday. becalL-;e soccer 
g3.!nes are on Friday and Sunday. 
At a homecoming meeting last 
spring, students voted on the theme of 
'TIl Take You Thele," which is built 
arDund New York, Paris, Beijing 3.!ld 
Fiji. 
ENTI 
"UMSL has a huge multicultural 
base and we wanted to incorporate not 
just the traditional homecoming theme 
of stars and the moon, we wanted some-
thing kind of different this year:' Hossain 
said 
Homecoming festivities staIt on Oct 
3 and last thmugh the week with activi-
ties including a blood drive, banner wars, 
a parade, BMOC, bonfire, soccer grnnes 
and homecoming dance. 
For each event students attend, they 
will receive raffle tickets which will be 
drawn at the dance. Prizes include a flat-
screen Tv, mini iPods, poltable DVD 
players and airline tickets. The dance 
Vvi.ll be at the Airport Marriott on Oct 8. 
Tickets are available in the Student Life 
office. 
• 
• 
Healthy Adult Men and 'Vomen 
Looking for Tuition Assistance? 
Would You Like to Study 
and Get Paid for it? 
Eorn $400 - $2500 
You May Qualify if: 
• You are a healthy adult, male or female (18 or older) 
• Take no medications on a regular basis 
• Have no current health problems 
• Available for 24 - 48 hour stays at our facility 
You can earn hundreds of dollars and help generic drugs obtain FDA 
approval. Gateway Medical Research, Inc. has been conducting 
research for pharmaceutical companies for years and thousands of people 
have participated. Find out bow easy it can be to earn $$$, call our 
recruiters at (636) 946~2 11 0 , or visit our 
website at Wlvw.gatewaymedical.com 
Gateway Medical Research, Inc. 
Clinic Office located at 
400 Fountain Lakes Blvd. • St. Charles, MO 63301 
• 
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Editorial 
Board 
MIKE SHERWIN 
KATE DROLET 
MELISSA M CCRARY 
P AUL H ACKBARTH 
PATRICIA L EE 
CHRISTINE Eccl ESTON 
"Our opinion" reflects the 
majority opinion o(the 
Editorial Board. 
LETTERS 
MAIL 
The Current 
388 Millennium Student Center 
1 University Blvd. 
Sf. Louis, MO 63121 
FAX 
314-51&6811 
E-MAIL 
current@jinx,ums!.edu 
Letters to the editor should be brief, 
and those not exceeding ZOO words will 
be given preference. We edit letters 
for clarity and length, not for dialect, 
correctness, intent or grammar. All let· 
ters must be signed and must include a 
daytime phone number. Students must 
include their student 10 numbers. 
Faculty and staff must include their 
title(s) and department(s) . Editor·in· 
chief reserves the right to respond to 
letters. The Current reserves the right 
to deny letters. 
~Iut Current 
Go ahead: Put on 
vour dancing shoes 
Homecoming's move to fall semester is 
the right move for the UMSL campus 
No more waiting in the lingering 
cold of mid-February for the limou-
sine to pick up the party of illYI-St. 
Louis students headed for 
Homecoming. 
TIlls year marks the end of winter 
semester homecoming and a retum to 
the traditional fall homecoming sea-
son. 
The SGA voted in September 2004 
to change the date of homecoming to 
make it more in line with other tuUver-
sities, 
Student government leaders hope 
the change will improve student reten-
tion by providing a major social event 
during the fall semester. 
Previously. homecoming and 
Mirthday were concentrated in the 
winter semester, leaving UM-St 
Louis students who only attend the fall 
semester with the impression that 
campus life is insufferably nonexis-
tent. 
Some students may argue that the 
winter semester homecoming was one 
of the quirks that gi"es UM-St Louis 
its unique non-traditional character. 
But, even though many of our stu-
dents are non-traditional, or perhaps 
are not vested enough in campus to 
care whether UM-Sl Louis even has a 
homecoming, many students are still 
looking for vibrant campus life and it 
is better to show those students what 
the campus has to offer right off the 
bat 
Moving homecoming to the fall 
gives those students a chance to see 
, that there are well-organized .social 
activities on campus like other cam-
puses and should help convince those 
students to stick around and soak up 
the school spirit. 
Besides, perhaps homecoming's 
move to fall is already paying off, 
what with the Riverwomen soccer 
team's stellar record this season (84 
for the season as of Sunday). 
We have a great soccer team to 
cheer on, so let's enjoy our new home-
coming week and thank the SGA that 
we won't have to wear mittens to the 
next homecoming dance. 
The need for unions hasn't gone away 
Last week, representatives of seven 
labor unions met in St. Louis to found 
an alternative to the AFL-ClO called 
the Change To Will Coalition. Their 
plan is to devote as much of their 
resources as possible to organizing non-
union workers in industries that cannot 
go overseas. 
It won't be easy, but workers need 
unions. 
Under ctUrent law, if you work in 
the private sector and don't have a con-
tract,. you are what is called an "at will 
employee." That means that the 
employer can fire an employee or the 
employee can quit at will. In other 
words, you can get fired. for no good . 
reason, 
Federal law protects employees 
from being fired if they can prove that 
they were victims of di-..:rimination 
based on age, race, sex or religion or for 
trying to organize a union, and probably 
a couple of other rea~ons that I don't 
know about To get your job back, you 
have to sue. That takes time and money. 
Most employers know that the person 
suing has the burden of proof, so most 
of the time, you are out of luck. 
BY B EN.JAMIN ISRAEL 
Colum nist 
Employers also know that there are 
other people who need work, so if you 
don't like the wages or working condi-
tions, they can always hire someone 
else, 
Workers in lUJion shops have con-
tracts. The contract not only spells out 
wages and hours and working condi-
tions, but it gives reasons that an 
employee can be fired and what pr0ce-
dure the company has to go through to 
fire someone. And it spells out a binding 
grievance procedure if an employee 
believes the company has violated the 
contract 
Back in thernid-I97Os I worked ata 
now·dosed factory that made hospital 
beds and the insides of sleeper sofas. 
The United Steelworkers of America 
represented us. I was fired and immedi-
ately filed a grievance. The company 
looked at my grievance, realized I 
would win, and the personnel director 
called me up. 
'We've decided to take you back" 
It was early moming and I was lying 
in bed with my wife and three--month 
old baby. 
When do you I go back"" 
''Can yoll come now?" 
'Tomorrow," I said 
The company had to pay me back 
pay, so it didn't cost me anything to wait 
an extra day. 
That's what the contract said, and 
the personnel director knew it 
That was one sweet day. 
Human resource executives don't 
want to lose any power, so they often do 
everything they can legally to keep 
unions out 
see UNIONS, page 5 
• 
Servant leadership 'is the model to follow 
I 
BY A LEX K ERFORD 
Senior, Engineering Student 
I was in Washington, D.C. two 
weekends ago for the National 
Student Leadership Forum For the 
past 30 years, .there has been a gath-
ering of college students from across 
the country to come together at this 
nation's capitol to reflect, learn and 
discuss what our goals and leader-
ship roles will be for the next gener-
ation, our generation. 
What will this nation look like '20 
years from now? Fifty? How about 
100 years from now? 
It is difficult to think that far 
ahead and because of that many peo-
ple our age don't do it at all. 
What if we did? 
What if we started planning how 
this world is going to look for our 
children's children right now? What 
would it change about the way you 
live your life? Would it change the 
way you live at all? 
This is only a slice of what the 
National Student Leadership Forum 
is all about. We asked deep ques-
tions, learned from student leaders' 
experiences, while also receiving 
words of encouragement from cur-
rent U.S .Senators Jim Talent, Barack 
Obama, Tom Coburn, and many oth-
ers. 
One of the main themes the forum 
was "servant leadership." We dis-
cussed what it meant to be a leader 
from a position of authority rather 
than from a position of power. While 
each may achieve the same means to 
an end, there is a fundamental differ-
ence in these two styles. 
The latter may maintain great 
influence for a time, plus get the 
goals accomplished, but there is a 
tendency to have a lack in the rela-
tionships formed between the leader 
and those following. 
., 
The leader tells people what they 
need to do to get things done and the . 
person under the power of that leader 
is then compelled to work because it 
is what they have to do. A person 
who leads from a place of authority 
will have the same results as the per-
son leading with power, but the peo-
ple that are working for this individ-
ual work because it is what they want 
to do and have seen it exemplified in 
that leader. This authoritative leader" 
ship is earned by first being a servant. 
We discussed the leadership, and 
person of Jesus of Nazareth through-
.out the entire forum. Often when 
people hear 'the name of Jesus they 
are trained to immediately associate 
it with religion. 
Regardless of what your faith is, it . 
is intriguing to look at Jesus from the 
perspective of a servant and as an 
authoritative leader. 
see LEADERSHIP, page 11 
Rebecca Castaneda 
Senior, Spanish 
Steve Kondracki 
Junior, Computer Science 
--~--,'-------- --~-"------
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'Some'stereotypes 
deserve to be talked about 
Some blondes are 
stupid. Some black 
people live in poverty. 
Some men are better at 
sports than some 
women. 
These assertions are 
not stereotypical. 
They're real. 
Stereotyping, also 
referred to as prejudice, 
comes from our need to 
'These situations are 
real," he said. "If you 
ignore what actually hap-
pens in some neighbor-
boods, you're li"ing in a 
dreamland." 
I respect his remark 
because it included an 
'essential four-letter 
word: "some." 
mentally control the 
constant stream of 
information that floods 
our brains. We general-
KATE DROLET 
In a few words, my 
classmate drew an 
important distinction. W.e 
stereotype by lumping 
people into groups. We 
ignore problems and 
allow them to stew by 
NJanaging Editor ... 
ize, categorize and 
obsessively tuck people into tidy 
groups so our mind doesn't have to 
work as hard. 
Society generally regards this 
classification process as a negative, 
socially destructive mind frame. Our 
desperate attempts to speak in politi-
cally correct language have limited 
our ability to accept certain situa-
tions. 
When you read my first three sen-
tences, did you automatically gasp? 
Did you plan on telling your friends 
what a 
meaniraci s t/miso gynis tic/insert-
another-adjective person wrote this 
column? 
One of my classmates made an 
honest, accurate observation last 
Friday. We had been discussing a 
race-related literary piece involving 
the struggles of some black women, 
and I was worried about offending 
people with the subject. 
Editorial cartoon is 
offensive 
I found the cartoon pertaining to 
Dean"TraVis' resignation in the edito-
rial, "Nursing students efforts 
deserve applause," to be both dis-
tasteful and offensive. This cartoon 
with its implied message in no way 
reflects admirably on the College of 
Nursing nor does it promote the pos-
itive type of image that the College of 
Nursing should be striving towards at 
this time. I personally wish to extend 
a public and most sincere apology for 
the hurt that this cartoon must have 
brought to her. 
Jan Sherman, RN, NNP, Ph.D 
Adjunct Assistant Clinical 
Professor, College of Nursing 
Parking lot stalker 
Since the new semester has start-
ed, I have to admit that I have 
become a Parking Lot Stalker. If you 
are on canlpus Mondays and 
Wednesdays between 10 am. and 11 
a.m. trying to find a parking spot, I 
am almost positive you have become 
one to. Recently, I've learned to mas-
ter tactics in locating potential targets 
from a distance, intense blinker use, 
idle & creep along, how to steer & 
stare away my competition and the 
power of prayer ... "Lord, please, just 
any legal spot so I am not late to 
class." AU kidding aside,llie new 
improvements to parking have 
enhanced the campus look and park-
ing will be better . once all the 
improvements have been completed. 
In the meantime, I would like to sug-
gest allowing students & faculty to 
parallel park on the West Drive, 
before the North Campus parking 
garage. If anything, allow parking 
between peak campus hours, say 9 
am. to noon. Better yet, take out the 
median and make the street wider, so 
we can utilize the street for addition-
-----,,---
glossing 
jects. 
over uncomfortable sub-
Many stereotypes come from one 
particular encounter .or experience. 
We shouldn't shy away from taIldng 
about real, controversial issues 
because we're afrajd of sounding 
prejudiced. 
Racism won't abolish ' itself. 
Poverty won't fix itself. Social issues 
like these deserve discussion among 
a diverse group of concerned individ-
uals. 
Engage in an "uncomfortable" 
conversation this week. Ask someone 
of a different race, religion, econom-
ic class, gender or lifestyle a few 
questions about their personal beliefs 
and opinions, Go beyond the 
ambiguous goal of "promoting diver-
sity." 
Keep your language concise, and 
don't let touchy subjects scare you 
away from intelligent conversation. 
al parking. By doing so, students will 
not have to· subject themselves to 
parking lot stalking and parking lot 
rage, which in all sense can be very 
unc.omfortable for both the stalkee 
and the stalker. 
Debbie Chapman, senior 
Go vegetarian 
[Regarding the article "College' 
and 'nutrition' aren't contradictory," 
in the Sept. 19 edition] 
Students who want to avoid the 
dreaded "Freshman 15" and other 
health problems, such as heart dis-
ease, diabetes, and cancer, should 
consider switching to an all-vegetari~ 
an diet. Studies show that vegetarians 
are generally at least 10 percent lean-
er than meat-eaters. The American 
Dietetic Association has even stated 
that "vegetarians, especially vegans, 
have closer to desirable weights than 
do nonvegetarians." 
According to a nationwide survey 
conducted by ARAMARK, a compa-
ny that provides food to universities 
and school districts, one out of every 
four college students wants vegan 
meals. As a result, ARAMARK. now 
offers dozens of vegan menu items, 
such as sweet Thai tofu stir-fry, 
vegan cheese quesadillas, faux chick-
en burritos, eggless "egg" salad, and 
more, on select campuses. 
Students who want healthier 
options in the school cafeteria may 
want to visit PETA2.com to find out 
how students at the University of 
California at Berkeley and other col-
leges nationwide have convinced 
their school officials to offer more 
vegan options. Students may also 
visit Go Veg.com to order a free veg-
etarian starter kit, including expert 
nutritional advice and resources for 
healthy dining away from home. 
Sincerely, 
Heather Moore, Senior Writer, 
People for the Ethical Treatment of 
Animals (PETA) 
Brandl Wilson . 
Junior, Nursing 
---- " ---..,....---
UMSL, The friendliest school in 
town! (Schn~) 
Good fife, Great School - UMSL 
(Sears). 
UMSL - fifteen minutes could cost 
you 15% or more on fees (Geico). 
UMSL - Cheap, Cheap! Fun, Fun! 
(Dirt Cheap) 
------" ---
---- " --:-=- --"...,,---,,--- -----,,-------
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Science Colunzn 
More .biodiesel means more dollars for farmers 
Recently, I wrote about alternate . 
power sources beyond fossil fuels. 
Some people like to lump this issue 
altogether but it really divides up nice- . 
ly into a few topics. One ' is power 
· sources for your home and power 
sources for your . vehicle. Apart from 
this trend. 
• Another topic is the 
use of clean and sus-
tainable power versus 
limited and polluting 
power. Although there 
are still people staunch-
ly denying it, it is worth 
noting that last summer 
even the Bush adrninis-
tration admitted the 
greenhouse gases is one 
goal but we should 
think twice before we 
trade one waste prob-
lem for another by 
choosing nuclear. Once 
again, the rest of the 
· all-electric cars powered by the same 
electricity that lights up our houses, 
nuclear power is not a solution to 
diminishing gasoline supplies. 1bis 
means nuclear competes with wind 
power, solar power and other energy 
SOlU"Ces to generate electricity for the 
. 1J.0rne. The rest of ,the developed world 
is going forward With new technolo-
reality that global ·BY .CATE MARQUIS 
. developed world is 
moving away from 
nuclear to. safer tech-
nologies, while we lag 
behind. A bonus is that 
new technologies drive 
job growth and eco- . 
warming is happening, 
although they are still 
Science Columnist 
· gies and industries that use ,,\lind and 
solar power to replace both fossil fuels 
and nuclear. We are lagging behind 
KATRINA, from page 1 
arguing about the extent to which 
human activities contribute to the 
warming. Some substitutes for oil help 
reduce our contribution to this wann-
ing trend more than others. Reducing 
nomic booms. Remember the,changes 
that computet'S brought in the nineties. 
But here is another division: cen-
'tra1ized versus decentralized power. 
Here is one key to why lobbyis~ for 
.....•. -.-.-.-.---------~-----.-.. -.-.- .----------------------::------------- . 
'Tm nervous about the logisticsof 
· things," she said. "I mean I'm worried 
. but not too worried. I think the term 
'caUtiously optimistic' would sum up 
my feelings pretty well." 
Taylor felt this was a great way to 
get back to the root of nursing. 
"Nursing was borne 'Out of 3l>sisting 
patients in the community ... but it has 
evolved into more of a hospital setting 
now," she said. ''This is a nice way for 
the students to experience the co=u-
nity aspect of nursing." 
. The gl'OUp of 10 split time between 
the two subacute nursing facilities and 
worked an ~verage of eight hours a day 
with the patients. 
"A lot of our time at the facilities 
was spent doing wound care," Kristin . 
Kreitler, senior, nursing, said. "Some of ' 
the wounds were nearly bon~-deep 
because patients had been sitting in 
whe,elchairs for days at a time." 
When the students were not working 
in the care facilities, they were cleaning 
yards, stripping houses and working in 
clinics run by the Salvation Army in 
Biloxi. While the group was there, they 
· SIN GLE MOM, from page 1 
''I was unable to find a national orga-
ni.za:tion for single mothers, with 
regards to it being a SOl'Ority orgaruza-
tion," said Allyson WIlson, Greek advi-
sor in the office of Student Life. "So 
from that aspect it is unique." 
Starting a University-recognized 
organization can ' be a difficult and 
sometimes daunting task 
''I think initially the biggest issue is 
just finding people who share that same 
interest," Wilson said. "Especially in 
this case, there might be the question of 
making sure it offers good opportunities 
and events for support but DOt so much 
that it detracts from thd' ahi1i"tv to be a 
101" "-" ' . • l -t. ,rnn~\-I tho 
mom ana go tb SCnOO an au se 
other things the,y're trying to juggle:' 
Creating a student organization is a 
multi-step process and each year stu-
dents start several new ones, some last-
ing longer than others. 
An organization must have 10 active 
memberS to be officially recognized by 
the University, and 13 to receive finan-
cial support from the Student Activities 
Budget Committee. All organivrtions 
are also required to have a constitution 
and by-laws. 
"All that takes time and effort so the 
more people you have, the better so 
there's not a select group of people 
putting out all the effort and doing all 
the woIk." Wilson said. 
•• ~ ~e pastJew JIlon~}f(~ne.y has 
put much energy into startmg Kappa 
Lambda De ta, the arne she picked for 
the SOl'Ority. In addition to creating a 
IT 
helped unload a semi~tlUck full of cloth-
ing, toiletries and other supplies that 
arrived. They also helped Eric Hollar, 
pastor of the Lutheran Church of the 
Good Shepherd, who lost his home and 
was living voluntarily in his church so 
he could remain in Biloxi to help. 
The group agreed that the staff nurs-
es, the patients in the facilities and the 
people in the community were grateful 
for their help. For some patients, having 
someone there with them was more 
than enough. 
"In one room a lady was. sitting there 
website, she has been publicizing the 
organization through flyers around 
campus and so far, she said she has 
heard from several other women who 
wanted to help her start the sorority. 
For more information about Kappa 
Lambda Delta, students can visit 
www.angelfire.comfblues2/kap-
palambdadelta or email Cooney at 
ddc539@umsl.edu. 
Juggling school and family life can 
be stressful, but Cooney said she man-
ages by trying to separate them. 
"At school, I'm a student, therefore I 
should do all my work on campus to the 
best of my ability and focus on being a 
mom when I go home," she said. 
"Since my last class ends at 12:15 and 
my son doesn't arrive home from day-
oil interests and big power companies 
clamor for nuclear power, coal and 
hydrogen over wind, solar and bio-
mass: control'and profits. You are not 
. going to set up your own nuclear 
power plant but you can do a lot on 
your own with wind and solar power 
and biofuels. There are initial costs for 
the technology for wind and solar 
power ' but it is on a much smaller 
scale. It is very doable for communi-
ties, even small ones. Since it is decen-
tralized, it strikes fear in the hearts of 
large corpomtion because it threatens 
the near-monopoly hold big oil and 
power companies have on power 
grids. 
see SCIENCE COLUMN, page 7 
crying," Kreitler said. ''When I asked 
her what I could do, she said she want-
ed me to hold her hand, so I sat there 
with her for about 20 minutes." 
Overall, the group felt the trip was a 
success because they not only helped 
the people of Biloxi by donating their 
time, supplies and money, but also 
because they were able to implement 
successfully their nursing skills in a cri-
sis situation. More importantly, howev-
er, the eight students and two professors 
left feeling they had touched the lives of 
people who had lost nearly everything. 
care until 4:15, I have a good amount of 
time to finish up my work assign-
ments." 
It has been two years since the birth 
of her son Jourden and two years since 
she has been in school, but Cooney 
hopes other single mothers will also 
strive to achieve their goals despite hav-
ing the added responsibilities of moth-
erhood. 
"It took me two years to figure out 
how to deal with my son and how to be 
able to get back on my path and start 
school," she said. ''I would like to share 
with everyone ... although I'm a single 
mo~ rum ~ gq tq school full-time that 
if my dreams can come true then so can 
yours. All you have to do 18 believe in 
yourself." 
http://www.urnsl.edu/ services/reslife 
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An apology to my professors 
Dear Professors, 
I would like to 
confess something to 
you. I am sorry for the 
way I have acted over 
the last six week~. 
Here are some reasons 
why you deserve an 
apology. 
for all the bad things I 
have said about you. I 
have called you "stu-
pid" many times in the 
last six weeks. In class 
when you make a mis-
take, 1 tum to a class-
mate and roll my eyes. 
I want to make SlUe 
they know I think you 
are stupid. 
• I am sorry that 
my cell phone rings in 
class, and sorry about 
that one time I actual-
ly talked on my phone 
for several minutes. 
BY ADAM D. W ISEMAN Ok, now that I have 
Photo Director given the reasons that I 
want to apologize, 
please forgive me. I promise to change, 
starting tcxlay. I will come to class Oil 
time, I will tum off my cell phone, I will 
quit smoking, I will not talk in class, I 
will wait until you are done with your 
lecture to pack up and I will understand 
that you are qualified for your job, and I 
will not call you 'stupid,' or look at my 
peers for reassurance that you are. Most 
of all, I will respect you, my classmates 
and myself. 
• Please forgive me for my addiction 
tb tobacco. School is stressful, I needed 
that smoke during my 50 minute lecture 
last week. 
• I am sorry for talking to my friends 
in class. I needed to hear what my one 
friend said about my other friend. 
• I apologize for coming to class late, 
and asking questions about things you 
jl1~t covered. I know it is frustrating. 
• I am sorry for when there are 10 
minutes left in class and I start packing 
my things. I really need to leave class so 
I can call my friend., light my cigarette, 
and talk badly about you. 
• Oh yeah, I need to apologize to you 
UNIONS, from page 4 
Please Forgive Me, 
Adam D. Wiseman 
PS. If any students read this, and it 
reminds them of themselves, please 
stop. You are really starting to piss me 
off! 
.. __ .. _-- -_ ....... _ .•. __ ._-_ ....... _._--_. __ .. _--_. __ ........... _-_._ .. _----_ ... __ .. _-----------------_._ .. _--'-"-"'-
In some companies, the job descrip-
tions for management positions include 
a phrase like "must worle to keep (name 
of company) a union-free environment" 
As someone who participated in a 
union organizing drive recently, I know 
it won't be easy. 
I was a reporter for the NOlth County 
Joumaland was part of an organizing 
dri ve there. 
We rieeded a union. I was one of the 
higher paid reporters there and made 
$11.25 an hour, less than the average 
unskilled union factory worker, and we 
had heavier workloads than at other 
newspapers. We were supjXlSCd to crank 
out 10 stories a week. 
Under federal labor law, 30 percent 
of workers in a bargaining unit must sign 
cards saying they want a union. Then the 
National Labor Relations Board super-
vises an election. 
Pulitzer Corporation, which then 
owned the Journals, hired King & 
Ballow, a law fum that practices what: it 
~ "pre entive labor law.;' Thaii:neans 
it .has developed a winning formula for 
keeping unions out of workplaces and 
every newspaper that faces an organiz-
ing drive hires King & Ballow. It even 
tells managers what to say in meetings, 
"1 felt hurt personally when I heard you 
wanted a union." The finn has devel-
oped slide shows to show small groups. 
The most outspoken union supporters 
went last so we wouldn't have time to 
fonnulate a response. 
And then if you win an election, they 
have procedures for stalling the negotia-
tions IOIig enough to call an election to 
vote you out. 
Not long after we lost Out election by 
a single vote, I quit. A few months later, 
the Journals offered three of the leaders 
of the organizing drive cash bonuses to 
quit if they promised not to talk publicly 
about the Journals. None of the leaders 
of the organizing drive still work for the 
Journals. 
Not long after that, one anti-union 
employee, an ad salesman who had per-
suaded others to vote against the union, 
was fired. He had failed to increase his 
ad sales over the previous year (some-
thing the Journals required) and the 
union fought to change. I think he may 
have had second thoughts about his 
stand against the union . 
(314) 516-6877 
LIVE ON CAMPUS NOW! AVOID THE COMMUTE CALL TODAY 
Apartment and Residential Hall Housing Still Available 
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Homecoming Parade 
Oct. 6 
11:30 a.m. 
Parking Lot U 
The 2005 Homecoming Parade 
will start in Parking Lot U, pro-
ceed down Natural Bridge, turn 
into the MSC and end at the 
Nosh patio. Call 5760 or e-mail 
gloria_schultz@umsl.edu for 
more info. 
Habitat for Humanity 
Oct. 7 
8 ~.m. -3 p.m. 
Catholic Newman Ctr. 
Volunteer for Service Fridays. 
Breakfast and lunch will be pro-
vided. Dress appropriately. To 
register in advance, call Tracy 
Van de Riet at 314-385-3455. 
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How safe are Keeping safe on campus: • At night, walk in groups of at least two 
and stay on the main walkways 
you on car"pus? 
Criminology department shows how 
to reduce chances of being a victim 
BY B R IAN E. OLIVER 
StaJfWriter 
Although crime rates in America 
have dropped substantially in the last 
decade, college-age students, those 
between the ages of 18 and 24, are vic-
timized at higher rates than older 
adults. 
Many believe that part of the rea-
son for this has to do with the fact that 
the lifestyle that goes along with being 
a young adult often corresponds with 
increased risk, which in tum corre-
sponds with increased victimization. 
Callie Rennison, assistant professor 
of criminology and criminal justice at 
UM-St Louis, said that it is important 
for students to make smart decisions to 
reduce the chance that they will 
become victims of crinle. 
"Do not put yourself in places 
where you could be put in danger," 
Rennison said. 
know. 
Knowing this and taking a proac-
tive approach to preventing rape with 
this fact in mind would be one way to 
reduce the chances of victimization. 
"Women tend to be victimized by 
people they know, not by strangers," 
Rennison said. "So they need to realize 
this and take precautions based on this 
fact." 
Another thing college students 
need to realize is that, with the excep-
tion of sexual assault, college-age men 
are victimized for all violent offenses 
at higher rates than college-age 
women. Part of the reason for this is 
that young men often do not focus on 
crime prevention and end up putting 
themselves in high risk situations 
(such as walking alone at night or 
walking in unfamiliar neighborhoods) 
more than women. 
• Familiarize yourself with the 
location of emergency phones 
• Have car keys in your hand 
when approaching your vehide 
• "When parking, 
remove valuables from 
view and lock your 
vehide 
In addition, Rennison said that a 
second way a student can reduce the 
chance of being victimized is to edu-
cate themselves about what the true 
risks are so they can make smart deci-
sions. 
By knowing that their lifestyle can 
put them at increased risk, men can 
reduce the chance that they will be vic-
timized by limiting the number of high 
risk situations they place themselves 
in. 
Source: UM-St. Louis Police Web site 
For example, many studies have 
found that women are particularly 
fearlul of being raped by a stranger 
and tend to be on guard when around 
men they do not know. 
There is nothing wrong with taking 
this precaution. However, the Bureau 
of Justice statistics reports indicate that 
over two third" of adult female rape 
victims are victimized by people they 
With this caution in place, one 
important fact about crime that college 
students need to realize is that violent 
crimes rarely occur on campus. 
Richard Rosenfeld, professor of 
criminology and criminal justice, said 
the UM-St Louis campus is a relative-
ly safe place and Rennison echoed this 
statement by pointing out that over 90 
percent of crimes committed against 
college students happened off campus. 
A final thing students need to real-
ize, according to Rennison, is that 
alcohol is related to increased rates of 
both victimization and offending. 
In line with this knowledge, one 
way col1ege stH.dents can reduce that 
chances that they will be victimized is 
to limit the amount of alcohol they use. 
They can also keep their victimization 
chances low by not buying or using 
illegal drugs. 
One reason why heavy alcohol use 
or illegal drug use increases the 
chances of being victimized is because 
it impairs people's judgment and 
makes them less able to defend them-
selves if they happen upon a potential 
perpetrator. 
In addition, perpetrators are more 
likely to see an intoxicated person as 
an easy target 
Another \vay to reduce the chances 
of being victimized when consuming 
alcohol is to choose to drink in the 
company of friends and travel ",ith 
IJM Labl1nna ups and 
r 0;;-'" 
BY KATE SHAW 
Staff' Writer 
How hard is it to get that drearnjob 
after graduation? Some communica-
tion majors got the inside scoop on . 
those odds, as well as the good and bad 
news of the job search from UM-St. 
Louis alumna Stephanye Pitts. 
The 22-year-old said she is thrilled 
with her position as marketing coordi-
nator for radio station KFZK but that 
she endured nine months of "constant, 
constant searching" before getting ·her 
foot in the door. Pitts was invited by 
Michael Murray, curators' teaching 
professor of media studies, to return to 
campus earlier this month to share 
these experiences and to offer advice to 
students in his broadcast news writing 
class. 
Her story began in 2003, during her 
last year at UM-St. Louis. Pitts had 
studied studio production for televi-
sion, but realized at a job fair that she 
was not as interested as she thought. 
"Everyone at this fair was really into it, 
talking about gear, popping out tapes," 
. recalled Pitts. ''I had nothing." 
A short while later, Pitts attended a 
talk sponsored by the National 
Broadcasting Society, As the organiza-
tion's student president, Pitts had 
selected the speaker herself, but it was 
not until the woman spoke about her 
marketing and promotions career in 
radio that Pittsrealized what she want-
ed to do with her life. 
"She worked at a radio station, 
Adam D. Wiseman! The Current 
Stephanye Pitts, who received her degree in comunications from UMSL, sits in one of the radio 
booths at KEZK. She is the mariteting coordinator for the radio station. 
doing everything I wanted to," said 
Pitts, ''Everything she said touched my 
heart. I was almost in tears. 
''I bombarded her with questions," 
said Pitts. "What classes did I need to 
take? Did I need business? Did 1 need 
sales? She went the extra mile for me, 
looked at my transcripts and my writ-
ing classes and said that I was good." make time for something more power-
Pitts used this example to stress the . ful than just work and school," said 
importance of making connections and Pitts. 
also to reCommend that communica- "Listening to professionals who 
tion majors consider joining an organi- speak about your field of interest will 
zationlike N.B.S. offer you more knowledge going out 
"Lots of people work and go to then when coming in_" 
school and are busy, but you have to 
others after drinking (preferably with a 
designated driver). 
AlthQugh some crimes occur 
regardless of the precautions a person 
takes, many crimes can be prevented 
by perlormiug the necessary precau-
tions. By knowing the facts about who 
victimizes people, why they do it and 
making lifestyle changes, students are 
more likely to be able to complete col-
lege without becoming a victim of 
crime. 
Like every communication major, 
Pitts then had to get an internship, 
preferably at a radio station. After 
making a connection at the since 
deceased Q-95j, Pitts was told for two 
months to contact various people at the 
station before she was hired as an 
intern. Pitts said that her persistence 
was worth it 
"It was the best experience. My 
love for radio and promotions came 
from that station," said Pitts. 
She advised Murray's class to con-
sider worlcing several internships 
before graduating. 
''You want as much access to pee- . 
pIe as possible. Take those cards, call 
those people. Make an impression. It 
could be your lucky break in the job 
search later," Pitts said. 
Pitts also offered at least one juicy 
tip for internship interviews. 
''Everyone wants to know: how do 
you keep yourself organized?" 
Pitts said that those who had inter-
viewed her were impressed with her 
use of a "track record." 
''I write down everything I do, the 
time, the date, everything," said Pitts. 
''It keeps me on track and I have a 
record of my day for myself and for 
anyone else who wants to see it." 
Once out of school, Pitts wasted no 
time or resource in hunting down the 
kind of work in which she was interest-
ed. 
see ALUMNA, page 8 
The rogue guide to spicing up boring research papers 
BY RALEIGH MUNS 
-7J];iSL Reference Libraria'n 
In 1978 as an undergraduate psy-
chology major, I woke up one day and 
reaIi.zed I didn't have to write boling 
term papers. I immediately started 
working on a paper for my chemistry 
class entitled "How to Kill More than 
a Million People for Less than Five 
Bucks." Not only did I get an "A" 
grade, I also became a favorite of all 
the poor chemistry TA's who were 
otherwise grading reams of papers on 
exciting topics like "A Review ,of 
Analysis Procedures of Various 
Halides" or "Preparation of Complex 
Carbon Based Metabolites." 
As a reference librarian, I regularly 
get to see what topics people are 
working on for their own papers as 
they ask for assistance. Though there's 
nothing inherently wrong with writing 
about topics like "Capital 
Punishment" or "Legalizing 
Marijuana" most students don't realize 
that these subjects are being duplicat-
ed by their fellow students year after 
year after year. This is quietlydriviug 
the professors and TA's insane as they 
grade the umpteenth · undergraduate 
treatise on "Abortion: Pro or Con?" 
So, Tm going to try to help you find 
your inner paper-writing freak by 
making a few humble suggestions for 
possible future term paper ideas. 
Super Guinea Pigs. Refer to the 
EConornist~(availableonlirie 
in the Academic Search Premier data-
base) for the article "A Guinea Pig for 
All Tastes and Seasons" (Jul. 17, 
2004, p. 37). Not only will you get 
started on leaming about the exciting 
subject of raising guinea pigs for food, 
you will also find out that Peruvian 
scientists have bred a new "Super" 
guinea pig weighing up to 10 pounds. 
I~ feeds a family of four. A Google 
search for "guinea pig recipes" will 
turn up a few interesting sites 'with 
culinary suggestions. 
Cannibalism, Always good for a 
few laughs for the sociology and 
criminal justice students. Suggested 
paper titles should be something like 
"Who Ate Whom ... and Why?" Extra 
credit for inserting in your paper that 
the last man convicted specifically of 
cannibalism in the United States has at 
least one school cafeteria named after 
him. Google "AIferd Packer" or 
"Alfred Packer" to learn more. 
If you're going to write about 
"Capital Punislnnent" why not write 
about "Capital Punishment . of 
Animals?" According to an Atlantic 
Monthly article "Bugs and Beasts 
Before the Law'" (Aug. 1884, p. 235) 
there is a long history of courts trying 
animals for crimes and then exeeuting 
them. Typical crimes were murder 
(mostly committed by pigs) and bes-
tiality. Apparently one equine caught 
in flagrante delicto with its owner had 
its good character vouched for by the 
local citizenry. Rather than be execut-
ed and burned as was nonnally the 
case, the noble steed was allowed to · 
live out its natural life on the grounds 
of the local church. The good citizens 
claimed that the owner must have 
forced the poor horse into the heinous 
act against its will. 
Finally, I give you all permission to • 
update . "How to Kill More than a 
Million People for Less than. Five 
Bucks." Basically, you determine 
what is necessary for manufacturing 
I some deadly substance (I chose VX 
·nerve gas) and determine the costs of 
the components needed to create it. Of 
course when Attorney General 
Alberto Gonzalez's minions come to 
pay you a visit, you're on your own. 
·tl· 
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Student volunteer eHons send her to Africa 
BY MELISSA McCRARY 
Features Editor 
A former UM-St. Louis student, 
Current staff writer and acting presi-
dent of the Association of Black 
Journalists has decided to take a year 
off. to complete a volunteer program 
in Africa. 
Although Shante Davis has been 
involved in other community ser-
vices and has participated in other 
volunteer events, this is the first time 
that she will volunteer in a tbird-
World country. 
Davis said this idea came after 
she had seen fliers posted on the bul-
letin boards around UM-St. Louis 
campus. 
'The fliers said 'Volunteer in 
Africa'. The program was advertised 
on campus, so I filled out an applica-
tion and they accepted me," Davis 
said. "I also thought that this would 
be a good opportunity for me to learn 
about the African culture, be produc-
tive and find out the different area of 
resources. " 
This volunteer in Africa program 
is made possible thr:ough the Institute 
for . International Cooperation and 
Development and the Humana 
People to People Movement. 
In their 15 years of existence, 
IICD has helped oyer 1,000 students 
train to be volunteers and comJ;llete 
service missions in Africa, North 
America, the Caribbean, Asia and 
Europe. Their primary focus is on 
Zambia and Mozambique. . 
IICD volunteers help build 
schools, plant trees, spread aware-
ness about HN/AIDS, assist the 
elderly and educate children. 
Some of the volunteer service 
openings include Child Aid, people. 
who fight against poverty and help 
children stay safe, teacher training 
programs and farm training. 
Before Davis can go to · 
Mozambique, Africa, she has to 
spend six months at the IICD loca-
tion in Dowagiac, Mich. to receive 
the proper volunteer training and to 
study global education. 
"I'll be here. for six months and 
then I'll go to Africa for six months," 
she said. "When I return, I will com-
plete my last semester at UMSL and 
receive my bachelor's degree in 
mass communication." 
Some of the things that she is 
learning at IICD include speaking . 
Portuguese, learning about the gen-
. eral organization's programs and the 
Humana People to People 
Movement, studying African culture 
and finding ways to connect with . 
and help the community in 
Mozambique. 
Another requirement of the first 
part of the program is fundraising. 
Each student must raise enough 
money to purchase a visa, pay for 
international airfare, vaccinations, 
insurance and educational materials. 
see DAVIS. page 8 
Photo courtesy M.K. Stallings 
Shante Davis, former UM-St. Louis student, is preparing for a 
volunteer effort that will take her to Mozambique, Africa. Davis is 
taking part in a six-month training sessiosn in Dowagiac, Mich. 
before she leaves for Africa to work as a Child Aid worker. 
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BIODIESEL, from page 5 
If communities can generate their 
own power, the laws of competition 
mean that big profits are threatened. 
Besides, what is more American than 
thumbing your nose at the big guys 
and striking out on your own indepen-
dent course? 
But how about fuel for your car? 
Unless we suddenly develop lots of 
mass transit, you will still probably 
need your car to get around. When I 
talked about this before, one of the 
alternate power sources we looked at 
was biodiesel. Let's take a closer look 
'at biodiesel as a power source for your 
car. 
If a car that smells like french fries 
does not make you gag, you could go 
with biodiesel power. To make 
biodiesel cost-competitive, gasoline 
has to reach close to $3 a gallon. We 
crossed that line recently and are like-
ly to cross it again. Biodiesel might 
not be likely to be a total replacement 
for gasoline but it has great potential 
as something to stretch the supply and 
your miles per gallon. 
Biodiesel means chesel engine fuel 
made from vegetable oil. This can be 
used or fresh, from food plant sources 
or non-food plant sources. Like 
ethanol made from com, it is renew-
able. Interestingly, the inventor of the 
diesel engine in 1892, Rudolf Diesel, 
touted as one of its ,strengths the fact 
that it could run on caster or peanut 
oil. So, biodiesel fuel is coming full 
circle. 
There are several appealing things 
about biochesel for the average citi-
zeo. Conventional diesel cars can . 
bum it, although you might want to 
make a few modifications to run 100 
percent biodieseL You can process it 
to bum better by removing the glyc-
erin. However, it does require a chesel, 
rather than gasoline, car. Gasoline cars 
can be adapted to bum high ethanol-
gasoline mix. Maybe a hybrid electric 
biodiesel car is something some entre-
preneur should be working on. 
Biodiesel cars can utilize used 
cooking oil from restaurant~, a form 
of recycling. A variety of vegetable 
oils are suitable as fuel. Besides buy-
ing waste cooking oil and grease from 
fast food restaurants, there are plans 
afoot to widely offer biodiesel at retail 
fuel pumps, just like gasoline and 
petrodiesel. Supporters of farmers are 
among those going forward with these 
plans. Country star Willie Nelson has 
started a company to sell it at truck 
stops. Soybean farmers are at the fore-
front of the retail biodiesel industry. 
There are at least 300 pumps in oper-
ation so far. 
In the wake of Hurricane Katrina, 
"Veggie Van" owner Joshua Tickell 
and other biodiesel proponents are 
delivering the biofuel to the fuel-
starved Gulf Coast areas. Tickell 
launched the trend to biodiesel in this 
country in 1997, and wrote the 
"biodiesel bible"; "From the Fryer to 
the Fuel Tank." 
One of the downsides of biodiesel 
is the use of food crops for fuel, crops 
which need fertilizer and petroleum 
products for production. Once this 
was a barrier to biodiesel but more 
efficient production has changed this. 
However, using non-food crops, cho-
sen for this purpose only, is a better 
choice and could give U.S. fanners an 
extra boost as well. Biodiesel produc-
tion is more efficient than in the past, 
which is also true for ethanol. 
Soybean and canola oil provide 
between three and four times the ener-
gy needed to produce the fuel. 
However, the amount of land needed 
to grow all our fuel would be quite 
large. 
Mixing with conventional 
petro diesel and powering at least 
some trucks with this renewable fuel 
is a more practical idea. Replacing 
gasoline is likely to call f01 a combi-
nation of solutions rather than a single 
fuel. 
Biodiesel, like regular diesel, tends 
to gel at cold temperatures , so engines 
need to be warnled to use it However, 
the fuel can be processed to remove 
glycerin to make it useable in cold 
engines. Biodiesel can be used as a 
mix with conventional petrodiesel. 
One hundred percent biodiesel is 
the best, for clean, low emissions 
power. Biodiesel emits no sulfur or 
lead, and less carbon monoxide and 
hydrocarbons than petrodiesel. Pure 
biodiesel reduces carbon dioxide 
emissions because the plants that 
yield the fuel are absorbing carbon 
dioxide from the atmosphere. 
Particulate pollution is reduced 90 
percent. 
The benefits decline with smaller 
percentages of biodiesel in the mix. 
Mixes of two percent biodiesel are 
really just marketing tools. 
The National Biodiesel Board, a 
trade group promoting biodiesel, is 
based right here in Missouri, in 
Jefferson City. They report that there 
is enough waste cooking grease avail-
able each year to make 100 million 
gallons of biodiesel. Their website has 
much'more information on biodiesel 
for further research. 
Of course, if you go with biodiesel 
your car may smell like french fries: 
But you might get the fun of waving 
bye-bye to big oil companies. 
" 
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Gary prepares body, mind and soul (or porno film 'There are currently nine other . students studying with me, from all over the world, like Ethiopia, 
Wisconsin, Germany and POJtugal," 
Davis said . 
Katie Holmes, actress and scien-
tologist, once said, "I watched a 
porno once. It was really funny." 
One of the most difficult deci-
sions I ever had to make was choos-
ing between my rut and my morals. 
Would I bru'e my body "for unlawful 
crunal knOWledge" on CaJTIela in the 
new John Cameron Mitchell film 
"Short Bus?" Or would I turn down 
the role of a lifetime and keep my' 
clothes on while upholding my 
irnage as a "good boy?" 
Even though I was not sure I 
would be a sextra, I told my agent 
that I would take the gig anyway. It 
paid cash and I was broke. Besides, 
I wanted to get more exposure as an 
actor and being in a John Cruneron 
Mitchell film would look great on 
my resume since Mitchell won 
numerous awards for his previous 
movie 'Hedwig and the Angry Inch.' 
The idea of being intimate with 
someone also sounded appealing. I 
had not been romantically involved 
with anyone since being in St. Louis . 
I missed being close to someone, 
touching someone, kissing someone 
. .. I would rather that person be 
someone I know well, who I have 
developed a friendship with before 
going to bed with her. I would rather 
ALUMNA, from page 6 
make love to one person without a 
soul around. 
However, neither life nor love is 
perfect. So, that's how I CaJTIe to 
making love to two women while 
being videotaped in front of the 
whole production crew-for the 
sake of art. 
I figured since I would be com-
pletely naked on camera, I needed to 
make sure that I knew all my best 
angles. After a few poses, I was sat-
isfied with what I saw. The only 
thing I saw that needed serious 
attention was my love handles . I hid 
this flaw by sucking in my stomach, 
puffing my chest out and tilting to 
one side. (I practiced this position 
and was sure that if I could hold this 
move for five minutes or one take, I 
would be able to fool the audience 
into thinking that I am in perfect 
shape). . 
While posing for possible camera 
angles, I also thought about whether 
or not I should shave since I have 
hairy rums, legs and chest. I contem-
plated on whether or not my body 
hair would be distracting to the audi-
ence. To shave or not shave-that is 
the question. In the end, I figured 
that I should not shave since my 
head is already completely shaved. 
GARY SOHN 
New York Correspondent 
The next thing on my checklist, 
which was the most important part 
of the film, was that I needed to 
make sure that my whole body was 
in tune to my character. I remember 
porn star (and actress) Jenna 
Jameson once said she didn't like 
working with new guys in her fIlms 
because they would get nervous 
sometimes and weren't able to per-
form their' roles in front of the CaJTI-
era. 
Forget good angles and body hair. 
If I didn' t get "Little Gary" into the 
act, then my performance as a whole 
------
She laughed especially at her rec-
ollections of the odd jobs she encoun-
tered along the way and cautioned the 
class about certain promotion compa-
rues. 
''Watch out for jobs that sound 
appealing at first," she said. One 
company promised her she would be 
making "millions of dollars in 2017" 
by selling vitaJTIins. She also worked 
briefly for another company that hint-
ed that she would rub elbows with top 
recording artists and travel the world. 
She said that where she ended up 
instead was in a suit in a Wal-Mart 
parking lot during a heat wave. 
"By August I wanted to give up," 
said Pitts, who graduated in Jannary 
2004. '1 thought, I have a great job at 
the YMCA, I love kids, I'm through 
LET'S 
[with the search)." 
Another fateful job fair saved the 
day. Pitts said that she worked part-
time for a friend from church who 
thought she could do better. He 
signed her up for a job fair but she 
said she did not want to go. "It was 
downtown and I didn't want to drive," 
said Pitts. "But he told me, 'whether 
you go or not, I don ' t want to see you 
here on Thmsday. And I want to hear 
some good news on Friday.''' 
Pitts went and ran right into what 
would become her dream job at 
KEZK. "After that it was like clock-
work," said Pitts. "I interviewed 
Monday and was ' hired Tuesday 
night. I called my cousin at the 
YMCA, did paperwork on 
Wednesday and started on Thursday. 
On my birthday." 
Pitts said her job started immedi-
ately with the organiz<'l.tion of a chari-
ty event involving free haircuts. ' ''The 
boss said, 'I'm going on vacation.' 
Bam," said Pitts. "I had to pitch, I had 
never done sales. I had to say [to hair 
stylists) 'I need you on your busiest 
day, Saturday, and I need you to do it 
for free.' 
"I was meant to be there," said 
Pitts of her love for her job. 
When a student asked Pitts about 
moving to a larger market like New 
York or Chicago, Pitts offered her 
personal outlook. 
"I looked at N~w York, because 
my uncle is t!:lere," said Pitts, in refer-
ence to Veteran CBS reporter Bernard 
Pitts. "But did I have as much to offer 
TALK T UIT I ON 
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would be insufficient to my charac-
ter and a major embarrassment. 
I decided to buy a box of ginseng ' 
tea, a great aphrodisiac, and drink a 
few glasses to give me the fuel I 
need for tomorrow's big shoot. 
Since my body was ready for the 
. role; the next thing I needed to do 
was work on my character. 
In acting, certain questions must 
be answered to figure out who the 
character is in any scene, such as, 
Who am I? Where aJTI I? What do I 
want? Why do I want it? How will I 
get it? 
Th~e were really tough ques-
tions to answer, especially since I 
hadn't received a script yet. I decid-
ed to develop a temporary back-
ground for my character for now. 
My character's name would be 
Jack Hammer, a Quaker who runs 
away from his enclosed community 
to the big city for a chance to live out 
his own life. While in New York, 
Hammer decides he wants to fall in 
love but finds that he is not good 
with the ladies. Misguided, 
Hammer goes to a gentlemen's club 
looking for a decent woman to date. 
There, he meets two dancers, Shena 
and Lolita, who take pity on him 
after discovering his ord~. The 
there as I do here? Would I know the 
area, the people? Can I relate to the 
people?" 
Pitts also spoke about the Writing 
Certificate she received from UM-St. 
Louis. 
' 'Everyone should work on their 
writing skills," said Pitts. "It's what 
people look at, it's how people will 
judge you in the work place. I took so 
many writing classes here, they 
wouldn't let me take anymore."' 
ladies decide to take Hammer to 
their apartment and teach him how 
to meet women, how to talk to 
women and how to make love to 
them. 
I stayed up all night thinking . 
about the next day. I have always 
been nervous and excited about 
being in a movie, but this one was . 
different. I asked myself, should r 
tell anyone? Do I want my family 
and friends seeing it? What if I have 
kids? How do I tell them that I was 
pretending to have sex with Shena 
and Lolita for art and that it's differ-
ent with mommy? 
Reality started sinking in and I 
wondered if this was the right thing 
to do. 
The. next morning, after drinking 
four glasses of ginseng tea, I caught 
the train to Brooklyn. As 1 walked 
down the sidewalk to the shooting 
location , I saw catering trucks, 
cable, lighting equipment and peo-
ple with headsets on, a typical scene 
at every shooting location. 
I took a deep breath and entered 
the holding area. Inside .. .. 
Stay tuned next week when Gary 
builds houses with celebrities in 
front of the GE building for Katrina 
victiTf!S. 
She said that she is responsible 
for raising $6,000 before the end of 
her six months of schooling in 
Dowagiac. 
'1n Africa, I will be a Cb.iJld Aid 
worker, working to empower fami-
lies; especially the children, in the 
villages of Mozambique with the 
basic skills in the areas of health, 
agriculture and food security," she ~ 
said. 
Davis said that to participate there 
was an initial emollment fee of$250 
and a tuition fee of $3,800. 
According to nCD's website, 
www.llcdmichigan.org, 20 percent 
of the children die before the age of 
five and 15 percent of the population 
in MozaJTIbique are infected with 
HIV/AIDS. 
MK Stallings, graduate student, 
sociology, became friends with 
Davis on CaJTIPUS and through work-
ing with volunteer efforts. 
"I think that this is an excellent 
opportunity to reconnect with some-
thing that is symbolic to African stu-
dents," Stallings said. "Just to dedi-
cate her time, work, money and pro-
long her education is tremendous." 
Davis said that she hopes to make 
a difference in the MozaJTIbique 
community and learn !lle skills. 
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Pitts praised the writing classes -
and instructors available to UM-St 
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Great cast wasted on bad movie with 'Flightplan' 
BY CATE MARQUIS 
-----.- -
A&E Editor 
Jodie Foster, Sean Bean and Peter 
Sarsgaard add up to a pretty gcxxl cast 
However, the implausible "Flightplan" 
is not up to the quality of its cast 
All entertainment films require 
some suspension of disbelief, but there 
is an awful lot of disbelief to suspend in 
the thriller "Flightplan." Clearly, the 
fihnmakers were hoping for something 
along the lines of "Panic Room" by 
choosing this first-rate cast but not even 
Jodie Foster can -entirely rescue this 
wildly unlikely plot.. 
German director Robert Schwentke 
helms this movie, in which Jodie Foster 
plays Kyle, -a recently widowed aero-
nautics engineer who has been living in 
Gennany with her husband and six 
year-old daughter Julia (Marlene 
Lawston). The engineer and her daugh-
ter are flying back to New York with the 
coffin of her dead husband, who died in 
a fall. In scenes before they board the 
. plane, we see her fragile mental state as 
she dreams alxmt walking in the snow 
with her deceased husband, remembers 
viewing his body in the morgue and 
comfor;ting her daughter after a night-
mare-. The emotionally fragile mother 
and daughter board the plane far ahead 
of the other passengers and when 
everyone has settled down for the long 
overnight flight, they move to a couple 
of empty rows to stretch out and sleep. 
When she wakes, her daughter is gone. 
Only Julia's teddy bear and pasSpOlt 
remain. 
AB the crew helps Kyle search for 
her missing daughter, they all become 
increasingly skeptical that the little girl 
really exists. Regardless, the plane's 
captain (Sean Bean) gives the mother 
every benefit of the doubt A sky mar-
shal (peter Sarsgaard) aboard the plane 
tries to keep a lid on Kyle 's growing 
hysteria, while he expresses a warm, 
sympathetic undemanding for her situ-
ation. AB events unfold, the story moves 
beyond playing on parental fears of kid-
napping to everyone's fears about air-
line hijach.ings and terrorism, as Foster 
tears through the plane accosting 
Middle Eastern-looking men and toss-
ing about accusations about molesters 
and hijackers alike. It becomes clear 
that none of the crew, or even passen-
gers, believe her Qaughter is on the 
plane. 
The movie trailers, which you likely 
have seen, show a woman on a plane 
who believes she has lost her daughter, 
yet no one saw the child board the 
pl.ane. This idea is a bit of a stretch 
already, but add in the fact that the large, 
double-decker plane is fairly full and 
that there are other kids in the next row, 
who always see other kids even when 
adults don't, and this tale becomes even 
more unlikely. This leads us to believe 
the distraught mother is delusional, 
rather than waiver between believing 
her or not, as the plot clearly hopes we 
will. 
Our sympathies are with Foster's 
character from the start but that does not 
mean we rule out that she might be 
mentally unhinged.. 
There is indeed a plan for this flight 
but not quite the one we are led to 
expect 
see FLiGHTPLAN, page 10 
The Redwal1s deliver solid, if unimaginative, new album 
BY ZACH MEYER 
Staff Writer 
There is a certain unacknowledged 
appreciation for stripped down rock 'n' 
roll that few people turn away from. 
Songs such as the Beatles' rendition of 
"Twist and Shout" is one classic exam-
ple; another might be Jimmy Hendrix's 
"PUIple Haze." Even today, one can 
find straightforward rock like the White 
Stripes' one-riff single "Seven Nation 
Army_" However, considering the sur-
plus of mediocre songs that hit the air-
waves, it is often difficult to locate the 
gcxxl amongst the bad 
Nevertheless, thanks to the 
Redwalls, music just got a little better. 
Straight from Chicago's garages, 
the Redwalls consist of fOUI members: 
lead vocalist and guitarist Logan Ba.ren. 
his brother, vocalist and bassist Justin 
Baren, vocalist and lead guitarist 
Andrew Langer and, finally, drummer 
Ben Greeno. All are barely 20 years old 
and are already turning heads. 
Formerly known as the Pages, the 
Redwalls started out as a Beatles cover 
band. Much to their surprise, they soon 
had a cult following and began to inter-
ject their own written songs into the set 
list Soon after, the quartet, now under 
the name of the Redwalls, signed on 
with Capitol Records. 
The band's love of the Beatles still 
shows in their music. Dressed in 
matching mod-styled suits with moppy 
hair cuts, Logan Baren's voice is the 
closest anyone will ever cOme to imi-
tating John Lennon, and Justin Baren's 
bass skills sound as if Paul McCartney 
himself was playing. 
"De Nova," released in late June, is 
packed v.~th fXltential hits. Their most 
recent single, 'Thank You," sounds as 
if it might have been stolen from the 
vaults of the Beatles' B-Sides. With a 
simple rhythm section and flanked 
melodic lead, the song is delightfully 
addicting. Yet, the album's high fXlint, 
known as "It's alright," is by far the 
best song, not only because of the high-
energy guitar riffs but because it stands 
on its own. Instead of ripping off 
Beatles melodies, ' l1's alright" hones in 
on the bands independent musical 
ideas. '· ., 
One negative aspect of the 
Redwalls' "De Nova" is that it suffers 
from 'The Vrnes Disease" because the 
band bases their music on the careers of 
other bands. The Vines, a former 
Nirvana cover band whose early 2CXXl 
hit "Get Free" is rumored to be a stolen 
song from Kurt Cobain's secret vault, 
are ofte.n written off for being too much 
like !'frrvana and not themselves. The 
same applies to the Redwalls: full of 
fXltential but lacking in creativity. 
All in all, "De Nova" is a solid 
album with crisp guitars and flowing 
rhythms which make the listeners want 
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to subconsciously bob their heads. 
However, it fails in being a great album 
in that it's already been done ... over 30 
years ago. Although I'm not ready to 
write the band off just yet, they serious-
ly need to think of something more 
original. 
'Fire in the Lens' exhibit captures world of St. Louis firefighter 
BY MELISSA MCCRARY 
Features Editor 
WhileiJ;westigating and working 
01'1 a history project for the North 
COllilty Fire Department, David 
Dubowskl never inlagined that his 
love for photography would become 
an exhibition. at UM-St. Louis. 
Dubowslci began his career a~ a 
voltlnteer firefighter in North County 
in 1983', but never gave up his hobby 
of taking photos of blazing fires and 
firefighters· in action. 
With a fire and police dispatch 
scannel at hi·s. house 3IId an old cam-
era frOm his parentE, Dl'lbowski said 
that whenever he heard of .a fire, he 
would jump in his car, dri,'e to the 
scene, 3IId shoot. smne photos. 
Over the years, Dubowski has 
built up a portfolio of over 10,000 fire 
photographs. Some of his work has 
been published in fire department 
magazines, trade magazines and in 
the St.. Louis Post Dispatch, but he 
said that this is his first exhibition. 
'lt all started out when I was 
working on a project to preserve the 
history of the North County Fire 
Department. I was collecting old pic-
tures from the archives at the Western 
Historical Manuscript Collection 
Gallery," he said. "On my second 
visit, I was talking to Mr. Fischetti 
[ABsociate Director] and I showed 
him some of my own photos. He was 
surprised at my works and becanie 
interested in hosting an exhibit" 
Over 2S of his favorite pho-
tographs showing fire scenes from 
illinois to St. Louis are currently on 
display in his "Fire In The Lens" 
exhibition in the Western Historical 
Manuscript Collection Gallery, locat-
ed on the second floor of the Thomas 
Jefferson Library at UM-St Louis. 
''The purpose of the exhibit is to 
show the general public what fire-
fighters are all about and how they 
give back to the community with their. 
services, unselfishness and by making 
the ultimate sacrifice of risking their 
lives," he said. 
In the piece, "#7 Engine Co. #24 
and Hook and Ladder St. Louis Fire 
Department Co. #2," it shows the 
brave men trying to put out the blaze 
at the Church of Jesus Cluist of Latter 
Day Saints, on May 13, 1986. 
Another piece shows the \\Teckage 
and burnt ashes of the Wabash 
Triangle Cafe (currently "The 
Pageant" on Delmar), which took 
place on March 18; 1994. 
All of the fires in the photographs 
took place from 1984 to 1999. 
Other pieces display fires at Unity 
Lutheran Church, located at 8454 
Glen Echo in Bel Nor, The Alton 
Plaza Shopping Center in the 1600 
Block of East Broadway, the Flower 
City Warehouse at 201 Dickson Street 
(north of Laclede's Landing), the 
Granite City Fire Department 
Warehouse, Spatz Paint Company, 
L&R Distributing Company on Olive 
Street, and other fire incidents at 
McDonnell Boulevard, in Wellston, 
Maplewood and Walnut Park. 
A display case also holds fire 
memorabilia and equipment such as a 
fire alarm pul t station, a chemical fire 
extinguisher, an MSA mask, presto 
brass fIre extinguisher, a brass fog 
nozzle, head gear, a fire hat and 
archived photos of old fire vehicles . 
\ 
Kenn Thomas, Senior Manuscript 
Specialist, said that his favorite piece 
is the #21 Mary Carter Streets on 
Aug. 1, 1999. 
"I like this photograph because it is 
almost like an impressionist paint-
ing," Thomas said. "You can see the 
waves of heat radiating.in the sky and 
the flames look like dabs .of paint. 
This is more of a work of art than a 
document of a natural disaster." 
Thomas said that all of the pho-
tographs show stories of these brave 
heroes. 
'1 don 't consider myself a profes-
sional photographer," Dubowski said. 
"It's just a hobby that has blossomed 
into more." 
Dubowski said his ultimate goal is 
to get a book published capturing 
these fire scenes of St. Louis, like Los 
Angeles and New York. 
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Shorter and 
orchestra 
make for 
memorable 
night at PAC 
BY A LBERTO P ATINO 
Staff W1-iter 
Jazz afficionados and classical 
music lovers alike were treated to the 
best of both musical worlds on 
Wednesday night when the Wayne 
Shorter Quartet played a thrilling set 
with members of the Saint Louis 
Symphony Orchestra at the Touhill 
Performing Arts Center. 
TIlls was the fmt show in the 
SLSO Fusion series, a trio of shows at 
the Touhill exploring the mer"ging of 
classical with more diverse forms and 
expressions of music. 
Shorter, appearing stately and 
refined as would be expected of a vir-
tuoso saxophone player and comfXlser 
of over 40 years, was in gcxxl form, 
playing sparsely and reservedly over 
various originals which were lovingly 
embellished by the SLSO under new 
director David Robertson. 
Highlights included the serene take on 
"Orbits," the speedy and explosive 
"Joyride" and the technical, busy 
fusion number entitled "Over Shadow 
Hill Way." 
The Quartet itself was a conflagra-
tion of energy, particularly in the 
almost telekinetic rapport between 
bassist John Patitucci and drummer 
. Brian Blade. Blade was a joy to 
watch, completely frenzied in his 
assault of the drum kit, often lifting 
himself off his chair and hunching 
menancingly over his drums like they 
were wayward children. Likewise, 
Patitucci was a flurry of fingers and 
precision amidst head nods to Blade, 
clearly in love with the spontaneity of 
the music_ Pianist Danilo Perez 
comped with the two very well, inter-
playing tastefully \vith a keen ear. 
Robertson was highly impressive 
in his role as conductor and host, with 
an exhuberant and very physical 
approach at conducting. He was 
charismatic and respectful in introduc-
ing the Quartet and their tunes, but 
was duly violent and powerful with 
his baton during the course of the per-
formance. With such a vigorous dis-
play, it was as if to say Robertson was 
threatening to usurp and fill in Blade's 
position on drums. 
Blade eventually did sit out for one 
tune, which Robertson introduced as 
Shorter's anti-war instrumental com-
memorating the 60 year anniversary 
of the Hiroshima bombings_ 
The piece was strikingly avant-
garde, beginning with Perez plinking 
and pulling at his piano strings, evok-
ing uneasiness and disharmony before 
leading into a highly somber crescen-
do, somehow not at all out of place 
with the other more traditional jazz-
oriented numbers. 
The SLSO executed Shorter's 
compositions with grace and 
unmatched musicality and added flair 
and· resonant atmosphere to the 
Quartet's progressive jazz sound. 
"Seeing Debussy, Hearing Monet," is 
the next exciting chapter in the Fusion 
Series on Nov. 16 at the PAC. 
\ 
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Paulv Shore proves a beDer co ic than actor Arianna String Quartet 
announces concert series .. 
BY ZACH MEYER 
Sta!fWriter 
Q) How many good movies has 
Pauly Shore made? 
A) It is a trick question; Pauly 
Shore has never made one. 
Pauly Shore is more than just a 
comedian. Apparently, he's an actor 
too, or so he says. Movies like "Bio-
Dome" and "Son-in-Law" often bring 
sheepish grins to those who admit that 
they saw the movies, as if they were 
asbamed of the fact. However, Shore 
blatantly addressed his acting career, 
joking that no one would take a free 
copy of his blockbuster flop, "In the 
Army Now l" 
At the "Pauly Shore Minding the 
Store Comedy Tour" Thursday night 
in 'the Pilot House, comedians Jim 
Stout, Marc Hatchel, Steve Simeone, 
and Pauly Shore had students rolling in 
their chairs with some of the raunchi-
est jokes that UM-St. Louis has heard 
in years. Routines ranging from the 
vulgar to the downright distasteful 
flowed from the mouths of the come-
dians. 
The opening act, local comedian 
Jim Stout, was received with little 
enthusia m. His performance, 
although clever, was without tact on 
some subjects which some students 
thought to be overly touchy. 
"1 wish I had some tomatoes to 
throw at him because he sucks!" said 
Tegan Viggars, junior, communica-
tions major. 
However, the second opening act 
went over much smoother. Comedian 
Marc Hatchel, with a beer gut pur-
posely hanging out, moseyed onto the 
stage to scratch his belly and gloat 
about his "perfect" physical shape. 
"1 excelled in three sports: football , 
track, and Kung Fu. And not a lot of 
high schools teach Kung Fu," he said. 
"I've been doing this for six years," 
Hatchel said. "I went to school for two 
years, but wasn't doing much. I had 
some friends that did some open mic 
stuff and so one night, I did it .. . [My 
talent] was otherwise useless." 
The third act, Steve Sameone, an 
animated baLI of energy, left the audi-
ence in tears. Pacing restlessly across 
the stage, Sameone excitedly blew 
through his routine at a blistering 
speeti His bouncy stage performance 
left many feeling satisfied. 
Jared Konersman, freshman, psy-
chology, complemented Sameone on 
his vigorous routine. 
"I really liked the third dude," 
Konersman said. "He was really 
hyper." 
While waiting for Shore to come on 
stage, the sOlUlds of Weezer blasted 
through the speakers to get the audi-
ence pumped up. The Pilot House was 
filled to its maximum capacity by 
those hoping to get a glimpse of the 
quasi-star, filling the seats with fans as 
well as the inquisitive. 
"I think it's going to be interesting. 
I've never seen anything by him 
before but I was still curious," said 
Dan Greene, freshman, nursing. 
Finally, after the three opening acts, 
Pauly Shore himself entered the stage. 
The spectators rigorously cheered him 
on as he posed for a photographer, 
making sure to accent his rear end. 
"What's up, dudesl' Shore asked 
stacey 'Turner! The ClI1Tent 
Pauly Shore performed at the Pilot House Thursday night. UM-St. 
Louis was one of the stops on his Minding the $tore comedy tour, 
the crowd, with his trademark chuckle. 
Shore's standup proved to be more 
thought-provoking than any of his 
movies. He discussed varying topics, 
such as how to give proper oral sex 
and why he hates Adam Sandler. 
'The guy makes $20 million a year. 
Twenty-million! In my day, you were 
lucky if you got $2 million. I ran into 
him once and asked what the differ-
ence was between my movies and his 
and he said, 'Why, the difference is 18 
million" " 
Shore did little to defend his movie 
career, even poking fun at his own 
movies. 
'They wanted to do an Encino Man 
2, so they called me up, and 1 was like, 
'OK, that sounds cool.' Then they 
called Les Mayfield and he was like, 
'OK.' So then they called up Sean 
Austin and he said he was never in 
Encino Man." 
Overall, Shore's routine was very 
tight, leaving little time for the crowd 
to stop laughing. But more important-
ly, he seemed to enjoy himself, know-
ing that he could still make people 
laugh, often amused at the ridiculous-
ness of his own jokes. 
In the end, Pauly Shore is not very 
concerned whether his movies flopped , 
or not He is too busy making people 
laugh. 
BY MABEL SUEN 
Sta!fWriter 
TheArianna String Quartet, quartet-
in-residence at UM-St. Louis since 
2000, recently announced their 2005-
2006 St. Louis Concert Series. as well 
as a succession of Family Concelts. 
Formed in 1992 and consisting of 
violinist John McGrosso, violinist 
David Gillham, violist Robert Meyer 
and cellist Kurt Baldwin, the award-
winning ensemble has performed inter-
nationally with much success. In addi-
tion to bringing music to the masses, 
the group has also demonstrated the 
mastery of their instruments by educat-
ing young musicians. 
The group continues to perform and 
provide an educational outreach right 
here at the Touhill Performing Arts 
Center. 
The St. Louis Concert Series con~ 
sists of four different concerts. Each 
show is played twice with the first per-. 
forrnance in Touhill's Lee Theater and 
the second performance in the Sheldon 
Concert Hall at the Ethical Society of 
St. Louis. PJ.ices for tickets at both 
venues are $20 for adults, $15 dollars 
for seniors and free for students .. 
Oct 2-3, the quartet will perform 
works by Anton Webem, Franz Joseph 
Haydn and Franz Schubert in "Fall 
Colors." • 
"Serious Passion," featuring works 
by Ludwig van Beethoven, Bela Bartok 
and Edvarg Grieg, will debut on Dec. 4. 
Sponsored by UM-St Louis' Center 
for Humanities, the quartet will honor 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's birthday 
by performing three of his works on 
Feb. 19-20. "Happy 250th Birthday 
Mozart" will be accompanied by James 
Canlpbell, Canada's pre-eminent clar-
inetist and wind soloist. 
The final program of tlleir St. Louis 
concert series, featuring works by Hugo 
Wolf, Johannes Brahms and Antonin 
Dvorak, will be "Spling is in the Air" 
on March 26-27, accompanied by spe-
cial guest artist Robert Rayon piano. 
To contrast these formal perfor-
mances, the Family ConceIts series at 
the Lee Theater in the Touhill 
Pelfonning Arts Center includes fOUT 
highly interactive afternoon perfor-
mances suitable for the entire family. 
Tickets for adults are sold at the door 
for the price of $10 each, while the fee 
is waived for everyone 17 and under. 
On Oct. 1, audiences can have an 
open discussion with the quartet and 
learn various factoids about them at 
''Music Among Friends." 
In 'The Power of Imagination," on 
Dec. 3, the quartet creates an active 
image of their music \vith both stories 
and illustrations 
"Sing, Speak, and Dance" on Feb. 
18 v.ill involve specials guests and 
demonstrations about how the quartet 
makes their instruments come to life. 
Finally, "Get Smart," coming to the 
Touhill on March 25, will feature a pre-
sentation on how music enhances 
knowledge and learning in different 
academic arenas. 
For more information about these 
pelformances, visit www.ariannaquar-
tet.com or www.touhill.org. Call (314) 
5164949 for tickets. 
FLIGHT PLAN, from page 9 
- ----
Thyme Table offers quiet spot for a lu~ch break This story has plenty of twists, which would be good if it was not for the fact it is often so far-fetched and 
dependent on chance that the audience 
is more likely to respond to each new 
turn with an "oh, come on." Time after 
time, a series of chance events are 
required for this plan to work When the 
film is not being un1ikely, it is being 
predictable, a deadly combination. 
There are a few thrills but mostly of the 
chase or rncing-the-clock variety. What 
tension comes out of the film comes 
from the efforts of the cast, especially 
Jodie Foster, to rescue the plot from 
marshal prO\.'i.de the perfect support for 
Jodie Foster 's energetic performance. 
Foster's distraught mother is a relent-
less tiger who slips through every 
attempt to hold her back Her aeronau-
tic engineer's knowledge of the plane's' 
design makes her a slippery target 
indeed. 
BY MONICA MARTIN 
StaffWn'ter 
If ym are looking for a good, hearty 
meal in a quiet restaurdIlt near campus, 
look no farther than the Thyme Table 
Cafe at 324 Floris ant Rd. 
My friend and I arrived Monday 
morning at about 1 U 5 am and were 
seated right away at a table by the win-
dow. There were only fOUT other patrons 
in the restaurant 0 we were waited on 
quickly. Thyme Table offers such items 
as lunch specials, salads, sandwiches, 
burgers, sides and desserts. 
I opted for a BLT with fries on the 
side, an extra $2, and a root beer. If you 
do not want to pay the additional fee for 
fries, all sandv.1.ches come with pickles 
and chips. My friend ordered a cheese-
burger, well done, fries on the side, and 
water. Our drinks were brought out 
right away, and we waited no longer 
than 15 minutes for our fcxxi 
My food was waml but not too hot. 
The bacon was fresh, and the frie-s had 
a nice seasoning. My friend's burger 
Wb done just right and was a pig 
enough portion for her: OW' total /!?jl.l 
came to $15 and some change. 
Thyme Table Cafe is a small but 
beautiful restaurant. The walls arc 
painted in warm gold and plum colors. 
The shades are drawn to keep the glar-
ing Still from blinding patrons. but my 
friend thought it was too dark. The 
place is clean but not unwelcoming and 
sterile. The temperature was a bit too 
low for my taste, causing both of us to 
get goose bumps. Tables are lined up 
against the wall and scattered across the 
Hoof. A sign stands next In the door ask-
ing customers to wait to be seated.. 
The service at Thyme Table Cafe 
was great. KatJ.e II \lI ~vpir, "Y,,a.<; 
sweet but seemed a Itt1e more reserved 
With us than she was with the other 
guests. Maybe she is just unused to the 
college crowd. This did not make her 
any less pleasant, though, and she was 
.. _-_._-_._- -------------
UMSL exhibit 'Art of the book' reads well 
BY MONICA MART IN 
Staff \Y.'riler 
The "Art of the Book" collection 
has stopped at two art galleries at 
UM-St. LQuis, Gallery FAB and 
Gallery Visio . 
The "Art of the Book" project is 
. a collaboration of 250 international 
artists. There are books and small 
press editions in the exhibit. Some 
of the books were created by six 
UM-St. Louis students who had 
attended art workshops for three 
weeks in Senegal, West Africa in 
December 2004. Some international 
authors include John Bently, Sarah 
Bodman, Tracey Emin, Michael 
Landy and Lucy Mary Schofield 
from England; Helen Douglas, 
David Shrigley and Telfer Stokes 
from Scotland; and Ral Veroni, who 
hails from Argentina. Cally Barker, 
the curator for The Book Project, 
also has several books in the exhibit. 
The books are small, like a book 
you would give to a child. Visitors to 
the gallery are asked to wear the 
white gloves that are provided when 
handling the books so as not to cause 
. any damage. Opening the books, 
one gets a brief glimpse into the life 
of the author- The pages emit vari-
ous emotions, ranging from happi-
ness to melancholy. Various stages 
of life are depicted from birth to 
death. The books are handwritten in 
scattered patterns across the · pages 
accompanied with doodles and past-
ed pictures. A video documenting 
the project is shown continuously at 
both galleries. Sixty-one of the 
books in the exhibit will be at 
Gallery Visio until Oct. 7 . One hun-
dred and eleven of the exhibit 's 
books will be at Gallery FAB until 
Nov. 17. 
The exhibit opened on Sept. 23. It 
is being funded by the British Arts 
Council and is being sponsored by 
CORPSE BRIDE, from page 9 
Victoria's penniless but snobby 
parents are horrified at the thought of 
uniting Victor 's coarse but moneyed 
family with their · own, but feel that 
they have no choice in order to hold 
onto the family mansion. Victoria's 
own worries about whether she will 
love, or even like, her new husband-to-
be are met with scornful words from 
her parents, as they scold her that love 
has nothing to do with the arrange-
ment 
Despite their concerns, Victor and 
Victoria hit it off when they meet for 
the wedding rehearsal but nervous 
Victor keeps fumbling his vows and 
retreats to the forest to practice for the 
real wedding the next day. Repeating 
his vows in a dark and spooky forest 
graveyar'd, he stumbles and inadver-
tently slips the ring meant for Victoria 
onto the finger of the Corpse Bride 
(voice of Helena Bonham Carter). 
Freed from her grave, the partially 
decomposed yet curvaceous Corpse 
Bride rises from the ground and glee-
fully dances around the woods before 
descending With her new "husband" to 
the underworld of the dead. 
Everything in the land of the living 
is a monochrome gray, but below 
ground it is all one big Technicolor 
Halloween party~an all singing, all 
dancing extravaganza of composer 
Danny Elfman's tunes. The Corpse 
Bride reveals her sad story: she was 
murdered for her money by the fiance 
with whom she hoped to elope, leav-
ing her in her white wedding dress 
waiting for a suitable husband. The 
Corpse Bride has a curvaceous figure 
and ample bust but also a skeletal ann 
and leg that sometimes come loose. A 
talking maggot, with a gap-toothed 
smile and a voice ' sounding like Pete.r 
Lorre, lives behind one of her eyes and 
periodically pops out to offer some 
commentary. As the Corpse Bride 
dances around, delightedly introduc-
ing her new husband and glowing \vith 
happiness, she is oblivious to the fact 
that Victor is horrified by the turn of 
events and eager to escape the colorful 
land of the dead and return to the dull 
land of the living. 
The story unfolds with the Corpse 
Bride doing all she can to win over her . 
new husband in the playful, bright 
UM-St. Louis's Department of Art 
and Art History, as well as the 
Gallery Visio Student Association. A 
catalog of 84 colored pages of the 
exhibit is available for purchase in 
the galleries. Proceeds will benefit 
the Art of the Book Scholarship 
Fund, which is awarded to under-
graduate international UM-St. Louis 
students. 
Visit this personal, beautiful 
exhibit of authors baring their souls 
on such small pages. Gallery FAB, 
which houses the exhibit until Nov. 
17, is located at 201 Fine i\rts 
BUilding. Hours are 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. , 
Monday through Friday; and 12 
p .m. to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday. 
Gallery Visio, which bids farewell to 
the exhibit on Oct. 7, .is located at 
190 Millennium Student Center, 
next to the Pilot House. Their hours 
are 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday 
through Thursday. Catch this exhibit 
before it moves on. 
underworld, while Victoria and both 
sets of parents search for Victor above 
ground. Meanwhile, a new suitor 
appears, hovering around and butter-
ing up VictOtia's parents. 
The movie's necrophilia theme 
could have been more than a little off-
putting but the film itself avoids this 
ickiness by being a silly and farcical 
family film. The Corpse Bride does 
eventually see, as Victor does from the 
start, that it is indeed a problem that 
Victor is not, in fact, dead. Still, the 
stark contrast is that everyone in the 
land of the dead is so much more alive 
and having so much more fun than the 
gray ghosts in the land of the living. 
The voice work is well done and 
dialogue is funny, even if the story 
seems a bit thin at times for the length 
of the film. One of the best scenes is 
when the Corpse Bride and Victor play 
a little duet on a coffin-shaped piano. 
However, the singing and dancing 
seems to go 0n too long, with the 
songs becoming repetitious. 
"Corpse Bride" is entertaining 
enough but seems mighty reminiscent 
of Tim Burton's earlier animated film. 
very helpful when it came to picking 
items from the menu. 
Thyme Table Cafe is owned by 
Farzad Faramarzi, and has been open 
for three years. It is an early bird restau-
rant, closing by 3 p.m. The. restaurant is 
on the same street as O.T. Hodges, right 
down the road from North CanlPUS. 
Overall, the dining experience at the 
Thyme Table Cafe was a good one. The 
food was great, the service was good 
and. we were able to enjoy a quiet, relax.-
ing lunch without hathering anybody or 
being bothered by anybody. For a relax-
ing early meal to start your day, or to 
wind down after classes, visit the 
Thyme Table Cafe at 324 Florissant Rd. 
itself. • 
~ pertoimances get the 
most from this improbable plot Sean 
Bean's perfonnance as the sincere cap-
tain of the plane and Peter Sarsgaard's 
performance as the more opaque sky 
Filmgoers who are very good at 
ignoring plot holes or can focus on 
keeping that di.sbelief suspended might 
enjoy the performances and the convo-
luted turns. The pacing is fast and fre-
netic enough to distract and the acting 
good enough for some to just settle 
down and go for the n'de. BUt if }'OU 
hai'e tend ncy to· stop "lU ~ lit 
any of the stuff unfolding on screen, 
you will be sunk.. This is a thrill ride to 
take only if you really need a Jodie 
Foster fix . 
"OUTRAGEOUVS~Y FUNNcoraDt 
tHE CiIAzI!!T&II'" . OftH£ ,gop. 
--
.,.-1'f 
INVITE yOU TO 5TOP BY 
THE CURRENT'S OFFICE, 
388 MSC ON TUESDAY, 
OCT. 6 A T NOON TO PICK 
UP A PASS TO SEE 
WaitiNG ••• 
This film is rated R for strong crude and 
sexual humor, pervasive language and some drug 
use. Passes are available on a first-come, first~served 
basis. No purchase necessary. While supplies last. 
Employees of all promotional partners and their 
agencies are not eligible. One pass per person. 
OPENING FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7TH! 
You're I"vited 
To Have A FREE 
Lunch With 
Scott Muschanv 
MO Rep: 87th 
District 
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Carnivale d'Art co~g to 1;ouhill PAC 
BY. MONICA MARTIN 
---- Sta./fWrite;. 
St. Louis' Mid-Sized Arts 
Cooperative will be showcasing 
its Carnivale d' Art, a I2-hour art 
extravaganza, at UM-St. Louis. 
The event is' being held on 
Saturday, Oct. 8, from 10 a.m. to 
10 p.m. in the Blanche M. TouhiU 
Performing Arts Center. It promis-
es fun for the whole family. 
The event plans to exhibit 17 
local art organizations such as the-
. ater, music, dance performances, 
art exhibits, hands-on interactive 
demonstrations and workshops. 
The different performances and 
workshops being offered are Art 
St. Louis, Black World History 
Museum, a Trek Dance Collective, 
Compton Heights Concert Band, 
Faces of Love, The Many Are 
One, a dance workshop, a theater 
workshop, Hot City Theater, 
Metro Theater Company, Piwacket 
Theater for Children, $pringboard 
to Learning, St. Louis Art Works, 
That Uppity Theater Company and 
Young Audience of St. Louis. 
Several activities that will last 
all day include the Black World 
History Museum, an interpretive 
exhibit; Art St. Louis and St. 
Louis Art Works, an art gallery 
and art sale; and African Mask 
Making. . 
St. Louis' Mid-Sized Arts 
Cooperative is headed by presi-
dent Diana Lia Barrios. Their mis-
sion is "to promote a vibrant St. 
Louis cultural environment by 
involving memper organizations 
in community initiatives that 
en4ance the region." 
Tickets for Carnivale d: Art are 
$11 for adults; $7 for students and · 
seniors, and $5 for children ages 
10 and under. The tickets are good 
for the entire event, even if visi-
tors need to leave and come back 
several times. 
All proceeds are being donated 
to Hurricane Katrina and Rita 
relief efforts . Hurricane evacuees 
are eligible for free tickets, as a 
welcoming gesture to St. Louis. 
Evacuees can get their tickets by 
calling 314-535-1135, or emailing 
into@midsizedarts.org. Tickets 
are on sale now at the Touhill 
PAC, or online ' by going to 
www.midsizedarts.org. 
So come to this cultural artistic 
extravaganza. Stay for a few hours 
or stay all day. It is for a good 
cause' and maybe you will see or 
learn something new. What are a 
few houts for a good cause? 
Save the last Poco Poco Ria for me ... 
Valerie Breshearsl Tbe Curren1 
Cochie Putri, sophomore, accounting, dances the Poco Poco Ria, a traditional dance during 
Indonesian Culturat Night: "A Night in the Oasis Archipelago" on Saturday night in the Pilot 
House. During the performance, everyone in the audience was able to stand up and dance along. 
: The event was sponsored by the Indonesian Students Association. 
STORCH·, from page 1 
"J did not have any long term plans 
to get into politics," Storch said. "} say 
it was serendipity." 
Storch began her political career 
working on the Mel Carnahan cam-
paign for U.S. Senator in 2000. After 
the election she went to Washington, 
D.C. as Jean Carnahan's deputy chief 
of staff. 
''In early 2000 I received a call that 
changed my career path," Storch saieL 
The call was from Vivian Evolofl', 
director of the UM-St. Louis Sue 
Shear Institute for Women in Public 
Life. 
"I was really someone that was 
mentored and helped by the Sue Shear 
Institute and I would really encourage 
'r4 "'1'"" 
anyone to here to take advantages of 
the resources there," Storch saieL "It's 
an entity that is set up to encourage 
women and really anybody to take an 
active part in politics or public life. I 
was somebody that institute touched." 
In Washington, D.C., Storch said 
she felt there was a real disconnect 
between Capitol Hill and the needs of 
the state. 
' '1 was always a little uncomfort-
able at the federal level," Storch said. 
In 2002, she returned to Missouri 
and ran for the General Assembly. 
'1 had a sense some very inlpOrtant 
fights were gonna be fought in the 
state capitol," Storch saieL "On issue 
after issue, the status quo was being 
changed and the programs and princi-
ples and protections that are important 
to a Democrat like me were on the 
table, they were at stake, they were 
jeopardized. It didn't matter if it was 
health care, Medicaid, education, the 
environment things were changing. 
There was this movement to ... make 
some very radical changes." 
Lunch with a Legislator is a regular 
series sponsored by ASUM. It is a 
chance for . stude.nts to meet face to 
face with their representatives and dis-
cuss issues important to them. 
Scott Muschany, Republican, 
Distict 87, will be on campus Oct 12 
at noon as part of the Lunch with a 
Legislator series. 
WE'VE BOTH GOT CLASSI 
UMSL & Courtyard 
Garden Apartmentsl 
Looking for a great place to call home? 
Live the carefree lifestyle you deserve at 
.Courtyard Garden .Apartments. 
- Close to Campus -- Reasonable Rates -
- Washer/Dryer Connections -
- Newly-renovated Apartments -
- Sparkling Pool -
- Pet-friendly Community -
UMSL STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF RECEIVE A 101'0 DISCOUNT. 
CURRENT SPECIAL-TWO BEDROOM GARDEN APARTMENTS-
$499.00 
9316 Koenig Circle 
St, Louis, MO 63134 
CALL TODAY FOR MORE15t INFORMA TION . -
. -314-426-5782· 
EQUAL HOUSING 
OPPORTUNITY 
Sufjan Stevens: mix.of mirth and 'Illinoise' 
BY ALBERTO PATINO 
Staff Writer 
As a big fan, I have been waiting 
over three years to see Brooklyn-
based balladeer Sufjan Stevens per-
form his gorgeous songs. You see, 
three years ago I ~aw him play guitar 
for the infectiously quirky Danielson 
Famile (not knowing it was him at the 
time), have since loved all of his solo 
albums on Asthmatic Kitty Records, 
and·have bought out-of-print compila-
tions just for his tracks alone. 
To my dismay, all of his tours 
would tend to corrie through Chicago 
and then zip right . around St. Louis, 
certainly par for the course for a lot of 
great acts crossing the midwest. Yet.I 
knew that this young singer/song-
writer would easily gamer quite a fol-
lowing in St. Louis if just given the 
right exposure and a little time for 
people to catch on. 
His music? An ingenious and 
inspired variation on American folk 
with piano and banjo as primary 
instruments, . augmented with guitar, 
trumpet, slide trombone, sleigh bells, 
pan flute, drumkit and a larger array of 
musical distinctives such as glocken-
spiel. 
LyricaUy, Sufjan (pronounced 
"SOO Fee On") paints hearty and 
fainiliar portraits of everything 
Americana, sometimes tragic, some-
times nostalgic, often gleeful, but 
always poignant. It's of no detriment 
to his storytelling skills that he has a 
master's in creative writing, either. 
Fueled by his love for the rolling 
plains and people of this country, and 
side-stepping the innate bummer of 
political rhetoric to the right or left, 
Stevens is bravely (read: masochisti-
PINKLEY, from page 1 
Schreiber heard a noise, walked 
outside and saw Pinkley's vehicle 
lodged against a telephone pole near 
her property. Lightning struck that 
same pole twice Monday night, caus-
ing the North Campus to lose power. 
"I called 911 and the line was 
busy," she said. Schreiber eventually 
contacted authorities while another 
driver stopped to help . Schreiber 
remembers only two accidents 
fuvolving cars hitting that same pole 
since she lived at her residence for 
eight ye.ars . 
"1 ouly knew Danielle the last 20 
minutes of her life," she saieL 
While Schreiber knew Pinkley a 
short time, her roommates knew her 
only since August. This marked 
Pinkley's first year at UM-St. Louis. 
She transferred from Jefferson 
College. 
cally?) creating individual albums 
dedicated to each of the 50 states. He 
has already dropped two in the barrel, 
namely one for his original home state 
of "Michigan", and most recently the 
goofily titled "Come On! Feel the 
illinoise," a tribute to the great state of 
Rhode Island. Just kidding. 
I must confide that due to the over-
whelming ambitiousness of the 50 
states concept, the plenitude of instru-
ments on his albums, and repeated 
rumors of crippling shyness on and 
offstage, I did not think that Stevens 
would be able to pull his act off live. 
On Sept. 22 at Mississippi Nights, 
not only was I pleasantly proven 
wrong, but he played what I can con-
fidently say was one of the best live 
shows I have ever seen. 
To kick things off, labelmate Liz 
Janes opened. She had a smoky, 
bluesy voice, played her ukelele and 
acoustic guitar with steely confidence, 
and was very warm and personable 
with the 'Nights crowd. 
. Unfortunately, her songs were nothing 
memorable, mostly repetitive, and had 
some potentially decent hooks that 
unfortunately dead-ended. It was for-
tunate, however, that she played a 
short set, whetting a collective 
appetite for Stevens to take the stage. 
Or rather, for him to take center stage, 
as he played drums quite competently 
as part of her back up band. 
A brief intermission for costume 
changes, and Stevens and the 
illinoisemakers (including Janes and 
two other ladies) came decked out in 
adorably sporty illinois-themed cheer-
leader outfits. Stevens, soft spoken 
and demure, had a conversely huge 
personality on stage, leading his small 
orchestra of fellow multi-instrumen-
talists in hilariously sweet pep rally 
Elizabeth Stroup, junior, business, 
and Cluystalynn Creasy, a student at 
St. Louis Community College -
Forest Park, were Pinkley's room-
mates. The two students told stories 
of the first time they met Pinkley as 
they tried unsuccessfully to hold back 
tears. 
Creasy remembered walking into 
the apartment and finding the bath-
room partially painted. She said 
Pinkley had run out of paint and 
asked Creasy where to get more. 
'The next thing I know is all the 
doors are open and windows are 
open, and she's in there painting 
, away, just smiling," Creasy said. 
Stroup remembered Pinkley keep-
ing the apartment tidy and decorating 
the rooms with flowers and bows. 
''My first memory was her and her 
mom cleaning when I walked in the 
LEADERSHIP, from page 4 
He is without a doubt the most 
influential historical figure the world 
has ever known and he is also the 
absolute perfect example of a servant 
leader. 
While at this forum we met in 
small groups to discuss all of these 
concepts and tackle several of the hard 
questions. I learned many of the stu-
dent leaders that made up this stellar 
cross section of the Americanuniver-
sities agreed that this model of servant 
leadership is what they wanted to imi-
tate in their own lives. I encourage 
Monday, October 10, 2005 
4:30-6:30 p.m. 
Millennium Studetlt Center, 
Century Rooms 
Attend tbe UM-St. Louis Graduate School Oav to learn about 
our doctoral, s1l8cialist. master's and certificate programs, 
Speak with faculty advisors, staff advisors and current 
graduate students about our programs, 
Light rtjrrslull II(S pro~lidtd. 
cheers preceding the best songs from 
"illinois." 
The band ran through a number oj 
Stevens' new songs, including "Come 
On! Feel The lllinoise!," 
"Jacksonville," "Chicago," ''Decatur,'' 
and of course, "Casimir Pulaski Day." 
Most of the selections were very 
uplifting and energetic, wisely leaving 
out the mournfully lovely "John 
Wayne Gacy Jr." from the set list, as it 
certainly would . have battered down 
the dominantly jovial spirit of the 
Show, 
His voice may have had a limited 
range, but God bless Sufjan if he did-
not have the most captivating soprano 
since Jeremy Enigk. And the 
I1linoisemakers? Their collective 
voices proffered harmonies nothing 
short of celestial. The cheers were 
well-choreographed, giddy and fun, 
included a bit of humorous impromp-
tu stretching. 
The thing that struck me most 
about this show is that in a time where 
American cynicism and anti-national-
istic sentiments are at an all time high 
(not excluding some of my own, in all 
honesty), Stevens and his bandmates 
wore their hearts on their sleeves and 
blessed the audience with an honest, 
unpretentious profession of love for 
this country, despite its undeniable 
shortcomings. Even their musical 
rendition of "The Star Spangled 
Banner" was very well received by 
the audience and carried not an iota of 
irony or irreverence. 
Given his natural gift for songwrit-
ing and weaving together consistently 
great albums without being formulaic, 
I am strongly anticipating the 48 
remammg albums of perfect 
American folk from the likes of Mr. 
Sufjan. 
d06r," Stroup said. 
Her roommates said Pinkley loved 
sports and worked out at the gym 
often. Creasy described Pinkley as a 
hard worker and ''the type who didn't 
like to get overwhelmed, but was eas-
ily overwhelmed." 
Pinkley also loved her job at the 
Cheesecake Factory, her roommates 
agreed. They also said Pinkley was 
like a mother figure . "She was real 
family oriented, real close to them," 
Creasy said . 
Representatives from Residential 
Life and Counseling Services said at 
the memorial they will continue to 
support Pinkley's roommates and 
friends. 
"I believe when people are griev-
ing. it's incredibly important to expe-
rience a sense of community," 
Schreiber said. 
you to take a look at the example of 
Jesus for yourself and be awesome 
leaders. Think about some of these 
questions and set goals for your own 
life. 
This is your moment! Young peo-
ple: make your mark on history. 
To register. contllct GradlUrfeAdmisnons at 314-J16-5458 
or gr"dildtn~utnst.fdll 15 DOCIDRAL DEGREES 
2 SPECIALIST DEGREES 
34 MASTER'S DEGREES 
24 GRADUATE CERTIFICATES 
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UPCOMING 
Men's 
Soccer 
Oct. 7 
. at UMSL 
7:30 p.m. 
Oct. 9. 
. at UMSL 
·2:30 p.m. 
Women's 
Soccer 
Oct. 7 
. at UMSL 
5 p~m. 
Oct. 9 
. at UMSL 
12 p.m. 
Volleyball 
Oct. 7 
• at Kansas 
City 
7 p.m. 
Oct~ 8 
• at Springfield 
2 p.m. 
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Golf S88S birdies, pars and wins Hockey's back, but who cares? 
Donna,-------~.-~~~~~ 
Lehmuth, 
sophomore, 
business 
administra-
tion, pre-
pares to tee 
off at Glen 
Echoes Golf 
course on 
Thursday 
afternoon. 
BY LINDSEY BARRINGER 
Sports Editor 
The UM-St Louis women's golf 
team' replaced old records and made 
new ones with several top 10 finishes 
for the season. In the past couple of 
weeks, the ladies captured a ~t 
place win at the Hannover College 36 
hole tournament in Madison, ill., took 
, fourth place at the St. Francis 
Invitational in Juliette, ill. and placed 
sixth in the University of Southern 
Indiana tournament. ' 
At Hannover, the women domi-
nated the tournament and won by 
seven strokes. UM-St. Louis held the 
lead throughout the tournament with 
the closest team, Manchester 
University, trailing by 19 strokes. 
The entire team shot in the 80s or bet-
ter and replaced the UM-St. Louis 
school record of 329 with 323 
strokes. 
The entire team contributed to the 
win. Whitney Novack shot her career 
low round with a 77 and after 18 
holes led the tournament by three 
strokes. 
James Earle, women's golf coach, 
said that Novack was the most 
improved player and she played to 
her full potentiaL 
Along with Novack, Shannon 
Vollew shot her career best with 84 
strokes. Erin Konkol shot 82 and 
Donna Lehmuth hit the ball extreme-
ly well, enabling her to finish third for 
the tournament The finish was her 
second top-three finish. 
At the Uruversity of Southern 
Indiana, the women took sixth place 
in an extremely competitive and diffi-
cult tournament of 14 teams. Placing 
sixth was the highest finjsh ever for 
the team and Earle was very satisfied. 
"We beat several teams that we 
haven't been able to beal Teams the 
girls have struggled against, they beat 
them," said Earle. 
At the tournament, Erin Konkel 
shot her career best of 79 and had the 
lowest score on the team. Lehmuth 
also hit the ball very well and scored 
well. 
Coach Earle was pleased with the 
sixth place finjsh and said, ''The team 
is playing consistent and the players 
are starting to find their game at the 
right time." 
The women's golf team finished 
out their season over the weekend in 
Indiana, taking fifth place overall. For 
the first time ever, the UM-St. Louis 
women's team beat SIUE in the two-
day tournament at TImberlake Golf 
Course. Earle said he was confident 
in the athletic ability of the players 
and was pleased with the season. 
BY LINDSEY BARRINGER 
sioris Editor 
Now that hockey is back in town, 
the only thing that comes into my 
head is, what's the big deal? Was it 
ever really missed? I don't think so. I 
. did not miss it and I do not think I am 
in the minority. 
I know there are thousands of 
hockey fans in St Louis and that the 
St Louis market is actually one of the 
bigger ones for hockey, but the Blues' 
are just not cutting it anymore. 
To tell you the truth, I was glad 
when the players' union' went on 
strike. That was one less boring thing 
to see and bear about on the boob 
tube and in the newspapers. 
Volleyball's up and down season continues 
All summer long, I read articte 
after article about the players and 
managers making progress on a new 
contract. I did not want to do that but 
it was part of my job. I hated seeing 
hockey players taking up time on 
ESPN when that time could have 
been allotted for a team or a player 
that has a larger fan base and appeals 
to a broader audience. 
I think all athletes should be 
applauded for their great work and 
athletic ability but I don't have to like 
every sport Sure, I enjoyed hitting 
the puck around the street in 
rollerblades when I was 10 but I 
could have lived without it then and I 
could sure live without it now. 
B Y R OBBIE S TONE 
StaffWhter 
The UM-St. Louis volleyball team 
suffered tough losses against confer-
ence opponents on Sept. 23 at St. 
Joseph's and Sept. 24 at Indianapolis 
. but bounced back resiliently and 
defeated Quincy on Sept. 27 and 
Kentucky Wesleyan on Sept. 30. The 
wins were important GLVC matches 
and improved their record in confer-
ence play to 3-3, 
UM-St. Louis had little problems 
with Kentucky \\esleyan, defeating 
them in three games. The 
Riverwomen cmised in the first two 
galnes 30-19, 30-22. The third game 
was intense but U1vI-St. Louis scored 
the la,;t two points of the game after a 
30-30 deadlock to hold on for the 32-. 
30 win. 
Claudia Medina played at the top 
of her game, leading the team with 12 
kills and adding 11 digs, Freshman 
Chelsea Baumstark and Sara 
Eisnaugle each contributed solid per-
formances. Baumstark pounded 
seven kills while adding two digs. 
Eisnaugle made her presence known 
with nine kills and no errors in the 
match. Sophomore outside hitter 
Heather Nichols added a stellar 
defensive effort with 19 digs on the 
night. 
At Quincy, the Riverwomen 
dropped the first game of the match 
30-25, but got the ball rolling in the 
second game to win 30-20, The 
Riverwomen kept the pressure on in 
the third game, winning 30-21, and 
shifting the momentum. The Hawks 
came out on fire in the beginning 
fourth game, grabbing a 10-2 advan-
tage, but the Riverwomen struck back 
with vengeance and snatched their 
first lead of the game at 18-l7. UM-
St Louis closed out the match by 
scoring the final three points of the 
game. 
Nichols led the UM-St. Louis 
attack and the defensive stand with 12 
kills and 25 digs in the match- Medina 
and Baumstark each added 10 kills. 
Eisnaugle and Shamika Williams also 
matched each other, each having 
eight kills. Freshman Joslyn Brown 
recorded 20 digs and freshman Lisa 
Brinker led the team with 39 assists. 
The Riverwomen recorded 12 service 
aces as a team, led by Medina with 
four and junior Cristina Blickhan 
with three. 
At S1. Joseph's, the Riverwomen 
fell in three straight games, 30-22, 30-
18, 30-26. Nichols tallied eight kills 
and 13 digs for UM-St. Louis . 
Medina added seven kills along with 
10 digs. Other notables for the 
Riverwomen include Brinker with 23 
assists and nine digs and sophomore 
Natalie Barnard with four kills and 
one dig in the losing effort. 
Sophomore 
outside 
hitter 
Claudia 
Medina 
skillfully 
glances the 
volleyball 
over 
Kentucky 
Wesleyan's 
Meghan 
Dean to 
score yet 
another 
point for 
the River-
women. 
The Riverwomen started off slow-
ly at Indianapolis but picked up the 
intensity in the final two games. In 
the end, the 33 errors committed by 
the Riverwomen, as opposed to the 
10 by Indianapolis, proved to be cost-
.ly and the Greyhounds closed out the 
match in three games, 30-19, 30-28, 
30-20. Baumstark shined in the 
match with her career best of 12 kills, 
whi1ealso adding four blocks. 
Medina added 10 kills. Brown played 
a solid defense posting 22 digs. 
Kevin Ottley/The Current 
Brinker dished out 37 assists in the 
match as welL 
UM-St Louis is now 2-12 on the 
season and 2-} in the Great Lakes 
Valley Conference. The Riverwomen 
begin a long stretch of 10 GLVC 
games starting this Friday with 
matches at Rockhurst and Dmry. 
They return back to UM-St. Louis for 
home games Friday, Oct 14 against 
Wisconsin-Parkside, Saturday, Oct. 
15 against Lewis and Tuesday, Oct. 
18 with another game against Drury. 
The pre-season opener almost 
two weeks ago drew a crowd of just 
over 10,000 fans. 'That number, over 
the past few years, has ~n on a 
steady decline and was even less this 
season. There were several issues 
that the players and managers and 
owners had to come to agreement on 
but how ridiculous was it? One issue 
was money: the players wanted 
more. I wish I will be making one-
fifth of what they eam in five years, 
and see if I complain. 
One good thing that I can . say 
about hockey is not really even about 
hockey. The Blues were sold this 
week in a deal that has been in the 
process for a long while. Reporters, 
Savvis Center representatives and 
city officials are saying this deal can 
bring great things for St. Louis. We 
might get an NBA team! I hope so. 
At least then, the Savvis Center could 
fill up the seats for a real sporting 
event. 
The strike, I believed, helped the 
sport and society. The players had a 
long break and several went out of 
the country for the love of the gariJ.e 
while the others sat and did not want 
to come to a conclusion. The break 
was much needed and it is a shame it 
is not still going on. 
Hockev is back in St.louis and back al school 
BY B RON WEN Voss 
Staff Writer 
Finally, after missing an entire sea-
son, pro hockey is back in session. 
Wednesday night, the St. Louis Blues 
welcomed themselves back with a 4-3 
preseason loss to the Nashville 
Predators at the Savvis Center. 
Fans going through separation anxi-
ety from their sport are not worrying. 
The Blues are showing many signs of 
being on track for the year, winning, 3-
2, a post game shoo tout that is being 
played after all preseason games to give 
fans a peek of what they have in store 
this year with the new rule system. 
The new National Hockey League 
rules are sure to make this season one of 
the best in recent history. The rules are 
committed to making the game wide-
open. with fewer stops in playing, and 
more chances for scoring. A few of 
those major changes in the rules include 
higher restrictions on where the goalie 
may play the puck and also the elirni- . 
nation of the center red line. These two 
changes are designed to allow the play-
ers more opportunities to score during 
the game. 
An additional rule implicated is the 
elimination of the practice of a player 
wrapping his challenger with his free 
hand along the boards in a defensive 
zone. This change will allow players 
more free skating in the offensive 
region. 
More information about the new 
rule changes can be obtained in an 
informational video presented on 
NHL.COIn called The New Standard of 
Rule Enforcement 2005-06. The video 
was designed by the NHL to clarify to 
players, officials, coaches and most 
importantly, the fans on how the new 
rules will work: this season. 
Most apparent is the need for hock-
ey back in St Louis. The preseason 
game brought in a crowd of 10,362. 
The team also gave th~ to their loyal 
followers by writing messages of 
' 'Thank you fans!" The fans have 
seemed to appreciate thE;ir hockey and 
may feel that it was well worth the wait at the Summit Center and is looking for 
because the crowd went ecstatic when . additional players. There is no cost to 
Dean McAmmond scored the winning . UM-St Louis· students who want to 
goal for the shootout. . play on the team this season. The team 
. Now, UM-St. Louis students look- is also welcoming junior college and/or 
ing to get more involved with ice hock-high school students who are looking at 
ey this year have a new opportunity. UM-St. Louis to further education and 
New this year, the school has wel- who want to continue his or her playing . 
corned a refonned group, the UM-St. career. 
Louis ice hockey team. Due to lack of. The hope for Bryan Bextermueller, 
players, the team will not be competing president of the club, is to be able to 
in the American Collegiate Hockey compete in the ACHA next year. If you 
Association but will offer other op[Xlr- are interested in getting involved with 
tunities such as being involved on cam- University of Missouri~t Louis ice 
pus .and competing in an all men's hockey club you can visit their web site 
lea.,oue in Chesterfielq. at www.urnslhockey.org or contact 
The league UM-St Louis is com- Coach Craig Buntenbach at icehky-
peting in hosts games on Sunday nights coach@lycos.com 
Riverwomen tennis matches not making the aces 
BY FRANCIS LAM 
.. .. .... _. .. -
Staff Writer 
A mixture of strong opposition, bad 
fortune and inexperience left the UM-
St Louis women's tennis team still 
searching for their first conference win 
of the season, After a grueling five 
matches in six days this past week, the 
Riverwomen traveled to Quincy, IlL 
Tuesday, Sept. 27, optimistic about 
picking up a conference · win, which 
would send them well on their way to 
the conference tournament. 
. Things seemed to be going the 
Riverwomen's way as they led 2-1 after 
the doubles round with wins from the 
number two pair of Krissy Howard and 
Molly Striler. by a score of 8-3 and a 
hard fought win at three doubles by 
Sara Davidson and Adriana Garcia 9-7. 
Howard then went on to win het singles 
match easily 6-0, 6-1 while Neringa 
Bandzeviciute, playing at the top spot 
in the · singles line-up, went down in 
straight sets 2-6, 3-6. 
At this point, two more wins would 
bave been enough to seal the tie. 
Christy Bronson, playing at the number 
two position and Striler, playing at five, 
both held several match points before 
conceding defeat in three tough sets, 
Bronson going down 6-7, 64, 6-7 and 
Striler 6-2, 6-7, 4-6. Adriana Gatcia 
also lost after winning a close first set 7-
6, 2-6, 4-6. This handed Quincy the win 
by 5 matches to 3, leaving Julie 
Williams stranded while leading by a 
set. 
''Everyone was really disappointed 
after the game," Garcia commented. 
"We really tried our best but it wasn't 
quite enough." 
The previous week had seen the 
women's tennis team open with an easy 
win against WeQster by 9 matches to 0, 
before losing a close tie to Lewis and 
Clatt CommunitY College 2-7. This 
was followed by three tough defeats to 
Rockhurst, Drury and Indianapolis 
who all have very strong teams. 
Rick Gyllenborg, bead coach of the 
UM-St Louis women's tennis program, 
was a little down after the recent per-
formances. 
''The competition was very good 
during the first week, the women defi-
nitely played hard," he said. "But we 
showed our inexperience in the match-
es against Lewis & Clark . and 
[Thesday] against Quincy." 
The Riverwomen have five new 
players on their roster this year and 
Gyllenborg said that is a big, contribut-
ingfactor . 
'We need to learn how to win dose 
matches ... but we can only do this by 
playing more and giving the girIs more 
experience," said Gyllenborg. . 
. Looking ahead to this weekelld's 
matches and the final two conference 
matches of the regular season, 
Gyllenborg was optimistic about pick-
. . 
mgup a WIll . 
"Playing the University of Southern 
Indiana will be very tough, especially 
on the road, but I expect a win when we 
head to play SillE," said Gylilenborg. 
"It will be a great chance for the girIs to 
bounce back from the Quincy loss and 
we'll be doing our best to pick up a 
conference win." 
The Riveiwomen will play on 
Wednesday at Lewis and Clark 
Community College but the game will 
not count in tearil or individual records. 
The women will wrap up the season 
this weekend in the GLVC tournament, 
at a location to be announced later. 
• 
ARIFB (March 21 to April 19) A workplace 
change doesn't Seem to hs:ve l1mJed out quite as 
you'd hoped Never mind: Just treat yourself to a 
healthy dollop of that Aries self-confidence, and 
youU soon view things differently. 
"f' TAURUS (ApriJ 20 to May 20) Some of the 
support you might haveboped for in a difficult sit-
uation might not be there. But you have the 
strength to rely on your own capabilities if you 
must Good luck. . 
G E.MINI (May 21 to June 20) A disagree-
ment ,,;th a longtime friend call be painful, but it 
can al<o be a learning lesEoo. rn.,lst on a full and 
rumplete airing of views. You'll both come away 
1/, tile bener for it 
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) A stalled 
relationship can be restarted ""ith some give and 
take on both sides. And while it could take more 
time than you expect, don't rush it Be patient, and 
lei it happen nann-Jily. 
LEO (July 23 to August 22) An opportunity 
to move a long-stalled project from concepc to 
"c,nstruction might. be opening up for the Big Cat 
~ Meanwhile, be prepared to spend more tin1edeal-
iog with family mallels. 
- VIRGO (August 2J to September 22) Use 
your VIrgo organizational skills to line up support 
to help you d~ with a sticky workplace problem. 
A personal matter might also be helped with. 
friend! y interventiOCL 
LIBRA (September 23 to October 22) 
Tf\-ing to resolve a workplace problem with a 
f lo~gtime associate can be difficult. Consider 
bringing in an impartial third party to help you 
both reach a mutually acceptable solution. 
SCORPIO (October 23 to November 21) 
TItis is a good time to assess your current career 
siluaD()n. Consider whether you have a chance to 
move up where) ill are now, or if you should look 
elsewhere. 
~ SAGIT1ARIUS (November 22 to 
December 21) Wim education being a dominant 
part of this week', aspec~ one of the things you 
might want to think about .is taking = to 
enhance your career opportunities. 
CAPRICORN (December 22 to January 
19) You might have a problem trying to stay 
focu..<:ed on a matter you'd rniher not deal with. But 
the sooner you do, the sooner it will be resolved 
)1,' and out of the way. 
AQUARIUS (January 20 to February 18) 
An unforeseeu complication creates a difficult 
problem But things get resolved once you u..o;e 
yoW' ability to tum negative situations into posi-
tive c);.pe1iences. 
PLSCE5 (Febroary 19 to Mar:ch 20) The 
Pisces penchant for doing the right thing at the 
tight time helps YDl' deal with a particularly trou-
v b[esome situatiOfl. Consider your best option and 
act accordingly. 
BORN THIS WEEK: Although yoo might 
sometimes seem rigid in your views, your love of 
~ ju..,tice makes you a tru,ted friend everyone can 
rely on. 
(c) 2005 King Features ~d, Inc. 
ACROSS 
1 Songwriters' 
org. 
6 Old Glory 
fealure 
10- .jongg 
13 Ali-
17 Playground 
fixture 
18 Ripped 
19 Inland sea 
21 It multipOes 
by dividing 
23 tslamic text 
24 Columnist 
Bombeel< 
25 Mrs. Zeus 
26 Astronomer 
Carl 
27 Catchall 
abbr. 
28 Party pots 
30 Bandleader 
Hampton 
32 Gusto 
33 Start of a 
remark by 
Ge<lrye 
Leonard 
38 Cry oJ 
discovery 
39 Pound 01 
. poetry 
40 Forster's 
"Howards 
41 FOm 
division 
44 Swerves 
dangerously 
47 - -<la-lance 
48 Spear-
headed 
51 Coloness 
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Super Crossword FILM CLIP 
52 Ship's 96 Loca~on 3 She brought 43 Skater 113 - bran 
slammer 97 Evan so out the BerezhnBya B4En<:<Urt"",d 
63 Salon 98 Shack beast in 44 Brioche b it 86 Actress 
supply 99 Occur men (5 Pilch In Maureen 
54 Part 2 of eartie-r 4P.~rr 45 Put in 87 Fale 
remarlc 101 Croc's kin tisis1 org. stitch ... 90 Bangkok 
56-du 102 Droop 5 Kind Gf 47 Crafty cri1ler msfd<!nl 
Diable 103 Director fudge 48 Top 91, "Las 
57 Lost orie's Mira 6 Shorthand, 49 Tons of Ii"", Miserables~ 
tail? 104 lin - shortly 50 Heredity author 
59 h can be 106 End of 7 Museum fe!ters 83 FriH 
wicked remar1< , piece 52. Responsi. 94 Ren\ 
61 Writer 116 Cbianti, 8.g. 8 Irs up your b ibly 96 Amritsar 
O'Brien 117 Keen insight s}eS'I9 55 Shipshape allire 
62 -lin lin . 118 Gracetand 9 GioUt 57 [srael's 100 Gloom 
63 Over- name 1075 Diana Barak 101 Parsley, 
drarrurtic 119 - roll Ross :ihn 58 P\ac.e to pam"!'. 
thespian 120 Above It all 11 SllIdium pontificate 102 Nap 
64 Nichols' '- 122 Mr. Ed's 12 S!>rngllo 60' ~~lust- 104 Word 
Irish Rose" mother 13 CoIl. thought!" lomt lor 
57 Mont- 123 "Clinton's degrees 65 Bach's ' BiS! " t 11viron-
gomery's st. Ditch" 14· _1e<1 du - mlr" me<1t' 
69 Par13 of 125 Bullalo Bill. OV.6r 6 6 Travelers' 105 EJ ipse 
rems-rk fo r one 15 Sl", slDP6 106 Mideastern 
77 Humorist 127 Teroof Mario 16 Disconcert 67'D_Jing n~e 
George 128 Norlll 20 Co~oser 68 Tun ihrow- 107 -fell 
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ATTENTION! 
You can place classified advertisements in The Current FOR FREE! 
Just send us your ad (40 words or less) along with your name and 
student/employee num?er to current@jinx.umsl.edu or call us at 516-5316. 
, For Sale 
'93 Hi .... n Quest 
Hwy miles. Power everything. 51500 OBO Must sell 
fast . Call 636·579·9391 
2004 Toyota Camry LE 
Sedan, gold, auto, air, CD. UK miles, $15,300. 8T. 
Home: 314·994·9622, Cell: 314·330·5121. . 
1992 Toyota Tercel 
Manual, power steering, radio/cassette player. Very 
good condition. Selling for S1000 or best offer, It has 
never been in an accident, selling because I got a 
new car. Contact Brian at 314-805-5949. 
Drumset For Sale 
Perfect condition 5 piece Rodgers drumset, Silver. 
Need to sell fast. Retail value S940, selling for 
55501 abo. Bought two years ago, played MAYBE 10 
times. Realty good condition , can send pies. Call or 
email Erin @ 314·283·8B27 or elcb66@umsl.edu. 
Pit Bull Puppies For Sale 
AoBA registered wi paper;. Wonned and 
Vaccinated. 5 females} 3 males (fawn, blue fawn, 
blue brendel, brendel) . S200' $JOO each. If interest· 
ed, please e·mail jklq4f@studentmail.umsl.edu or 
call 314·J9J·6234. . 
Paying for college 
All o thers see adjacent rates. 
Hannegan's Restaurant (celebrating 25 
years} has immediate openings 
Oay &. Evening server5 , Host/Hostess and Buss.er 
Positions. Rexible Schedules & Great Money! Must 
be experienced. Apply in person. 7t9 N. Second St. 
Lacledes Landing. 314-241 ·8877. 
Business Opportunity 
Sharp, energetic individuals needed to earn money 
promoting sports nutritional produc ts (ex. Sports 
d rinks, protein shakes, energy drinks). Catl 314 ·369· 
8571 teaye a message. 
PART-TIME HELP NEEDED 
Tuesday, Thursday, Ftiday, and possibly more . 
Perfect job opportunity for a student who has class· 
es on Monday and Wednesday. Call for details or 
email yourresumetorrsignarama@centurytel.net. 
Sign ·A·Rama, Wentzville 6J6·J32·5277. 
Get Involved on Campus 
The Current is looking for talented students to work 
in a variety of postions. We are hiring for photogra· 
phers, illustrators. news writers, and advertising 
reps. AU positions are paid. Submit a cover letter 
and resume for consideration at 388 MSC or via 
email: current@jinx.umsl.edu.lnfo: 516:5174. 
has never been easier. 
Part-Time Package Handlers 
Sunrise Shift· 3AM - BAM 
Night Shift· 1 OPM - 3AM 
WE OFFER: 
·$8.50-$9.50/ Hr to start, 
$9-$10/Hr W/I 90 Days 
'Weekly Paychecks 
'Company Paid Benefits 
'Weekends & Holidays Off 
Applicants must be 18 yrs or older & able to lift up 
to 701bs. 
INFORMATION SESSION TO BE HELD: 
Every Tuesday @ 7:30PM SHARP! 
UPS' 13818 Rider Tfilil North 
Earth City, MO 
If unable to aHend, 
apply online at: 
WWW.upsjobs.com 
The UPS 
EARNAMl 
LEARt( 
Program 
Students ... 
Get up to $3,000 
per calendar year 
with the UPS Earn 
and Learn'" Program 
Earn and leam' Program 
guidelines apply. Shift start 
& end times may vary. £OE 
RATES 
(40 wonis are free for students, 
staff, and faculty.) 
Otherwise, ad rates are: 
1 ad or issue - $15 
2 ads or issues - $25 
3 ads or issues - $35 
4+ - $10 per ad/issue 
In5tru .. tionat Computing Lab. offer free 1 
hOLir class .... 
FREE to UMSL students, staff tt faculty. Topics 
include: Word, PowerPoint, Excel, Design, & more. 
To sign up fl 'view a list of courses visit 
http://www.umsl.edu/training,oraskalab consul· 
tant in any of t he Instructionat Computing labs on 
campus. 
School SupplV Drive and Fundraiser 
Hurricane victims are coming to St. louis and start· 
ing a whole new life with nothing. School supplies 
can be donated at the table on the MSC bridge 10 
a.m.·2 p.m. ellery day or in Student Life. Those 
wishing to donate money can do so at jars located 
around the MSC. 
Take a chance to win a NEW POlltiac 
Torrent or G6 Coupel 
Register Tuesday Oct. 4 from 1 p.m. - 4 p.m. or 
Wed, Oct. 5 from tt a.m. - 3 p.m. at the Mark 
Twain Building. Win: Xbox game, 2 free airline tick-
ets and the car a round noon outside the MSC by thE 
ponds. Must be present to win. 
Try Us, 100% RISK FREEl 
The Onty Vitamin You May Ever Needl Alt Natural 
Whote Vitamins (not synthetic) AND ALSO NOW 
INTRODUCING AN ALL NATURAL WEIGHT LOSS PILL To . 
learn more and order viSit lJOHN@VICTORYVITA· 
MIN.NET 
Home for Sale 
8112 Atbin, channing H/2 story family home, five 
minutes from campus, four bedrooms, one bath , 
one· car attached garage, updated kitchen 11 bath, 
new ptumbing, etectric, tt HVAL $82,500. Virtuat 
tour: WWV'I'.danagray.com. CaU 314·n6·3472 or 314 
560·3472. 
Room For Rent! 
2 bedroom, 1 bath house. I have one room for rent 
(Need femate roommate) : Located off 1·70 and st. 
Charles Rock Rd. 5 minutes from campus. Partially 
furnished. $J25/month plus 112 of utilities. Call 
Kaitlin (3t4) 239·n55. Non·Smokers. 
House For Sale 
9OJ2 Kothlyn Or., 63134. 5 min. from UMSL. Newty 
remodeted, 2 bed, 1 bath, $65,000. Call for 
Appointment (314) n4·1023. 
Apartment for Rent 
This 2 bedroom apartment in South City near Ted 
Drewes is available immediately I It has hardwood 
Hoors, large kitchen, washer/dryer hook·up, and 
basement storage unit S575/month. Call 314·5t6· 
5446 or 636·343·7368 for more info, 
Personals ~ 
Finding the Right One Might Be hsler 
Than You Think 
Current Personals are a great way to meet someone 
new right here on campus. E-mail your Current 
Personals along with your name and student number 
to current@jinx.umsl,edu. 
Welcome Hew Students! -From the faculty 
& staff at Pie ..... Laclede Honors College 
Come check us ouf! located on South Campus. 
Looking for a fun challenge? Smaller classes? More 
scholarship money? We offer students support in all 
these areas. Interested? Contact the Honors College 
at x6870. 
Bored? Don't know what to do In St. Louis? 
Out and About, a new organization) will have its 
first meetin~ Sept. 29 at 2 p.m. in the Pilot House. 
For more Info, emaillr~924@umst.edu. 
Spring Break 
SprIng Break 2006 with Stud ... t Travel 
Servlc .. to .J.maica, ".Jdco, .. hamas 
and Florida. 
Are you connoeted? Sell Trips, Earn Cash & Travel 
Free! Call for group discounts . Info/Reservati ons 
800·b4a-4849 WWW.ststravel.com. 
LESS FOR CAR 
INSURANCE. MORE 
FOR CAS ONEY. 
Auto and cycle insurance. 
Immediate coverage by phone. 
Low down-payment. 
Convenient payment plans, 
Round-the-clock 
claim service. 
36 94 • 
Government Employees Insurance Co, • GEICO General Insurance Co. • GEICO Indemnity Co. • GEICO Casualty Co. 
Colonial County Mutual Ins. Co, • GEICO, Wash ington, DC 20076. © 2005 GEICO 
~~~~~~~~--------------.. ------------------------.. -~------------~----
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*Homecomln evenTS* 
OCTooeR 3 
OCTooeR q 
DCTooeR 6 
DCTooeR G 
. OCTooeR 7. 
OCTooeR 8 
. OCTOOeR 9 
Blood Drive 11-4 p.m., Century Rooms 
Banner Wars and Penny Wars 
Karaoke 6-9 p.m., Pilot House 
SMOG 1 p.m. 
Parade 12:30 p.m. 
Soccer Games 5:00 & 7:30 p.m . 
Bonfire 6:15 p.m. 
Homecomin9 Dance 
aiRPORT maRRIOTT 
DOORS opon aT 7pm-*-DinnOR SORVOO aT Rpm 
Organization Table: $150 . . 
Gouples: $35 
Individuals~$20 
Attendance prizes include airline 
tickets and much more! 
TICKETS AVAILABLE IN STUDENT LIFE . 
Soccer Games 12:00 & 2:30 p.m. _ 
Spirit Game 
October 3, 2005 
I I 
• I 
